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dewing can be undertaken. Thee are
paintings for the arches In
the corridors, one set of eighteen be
ing by John W. Alexander and the
other by W. B. Vanwagen. Both sets
are figurative of the history and setEdwin A.
tlement of Pennsylvania.
Abbey's paintings have been delayed
owing to his illness.

CURING CUBY

thirty-si-

PRESIDENT

DEDICATES

PENNSYLVANIA'S

GRAND

NEW CAPITOL BUILDING

Finest in Entire United States, Cost of
Which Will Be SI 3,500,000 Whjen
Completed and Furnished.
OPPOSING

MADE

POLITICIANS HAVE

ISSUE ON THE COST

President Had Audience of 15.000 and Delivered Address
Against

Corporation Evils in
Industrial World.

Harrisburg. Pa., Oct. 4. In the buildings, where refreshments were
and an Informal reception was
presence of President Roosevelt and served
held, .the president and his party be
guests
the
distinguished
many other
ing the guests of Governor Penny- new state capltol one of the most packer. The entire program was conauperb pieces of architecture, in con- cluded before 3 o'clock, at which hour
Roosevelt departed . for
ception and completion, ever reared President
on the American continent was to- York.
Description of Building.
day dedicated and transferred with
elaborate and appropriate ceremonies
Pennsylvania
state capitol
The
by the state commission to the peo- which was dedicated today cost more
presence
The
Pennsylvania.
ple of
than $5,000,000. The structure con
of throngs of visitors from every sists of a main building, with Imposto
testified
nook and corner of state
ing facades, and two wings equally
their impressive
the pride taken by the people In every
as to mural ornamentation
new capitol. And they have
and design. The building is 525 feet
building,
reason to feel proud of the
long, 254 feet wide and covers a trifle
for as a work of architectural and more than two acres of ground. The
practical beauty the new capltol takes height from the ground floor to the
rank with the greatest monumental top of the allegorical figure surmountedifices of the western hemisphere.
ing the dome is 292 feet.
In addition to the president and
The three requisites for achitect-ura- l
the party that accompanied him from
perfection, form, color and pro
Washington, today s celebration was portion, mark every feature of the
participated in by the governors of vast edifice and give balance and
several of the neighboring common- symmetry to the whole. The style
wealths, the members of the Penn- of architecture is Roman uorintnian
sylvania general assembly, the state
In the construction of the building
officials, the United States congress- 40,000 separate pieces of granite were
Judges
Pennsylvania,
the
men from
used, weighing from one to thirty-fiv- e
magof the supreme and superior courts, tons each. There are thirty-twand
and notable writers, men of ,art
nificent monoliths in the structure,
15,000
In all more than
scientists.
tons each. A to
weighing thirty-fiv- e
invitations had been issued for the tal of more than 400,000 cubic feet of
ceremonies.
granite was used on the exterior of
Thousands of citizens this morn- the building alone, or something more
ing welcomed President RooBevelt to than 1,100 carloads of that material.
Harrisburg.
The enthusiasm of the
But it is in its interior furnishings
greeting was worthy of the Kejmtone anil decorative features that the capstate and the president or tne repuD ltol surpasses almost every other pub
lie. President Roosevelt was pro lic building on this continent. At the
fnnndlv imnressed with the niagnl main entrance are the famous bronze
tude of the demonstration. He' said doors, each leaf of which welghH a
as much In words and more In actions ton, and is a masterpiece of the art
for he made no effort to conceal his 1st and foundryman. The rotunda is
pleasure. From the time the special finished in white Vermont marble. A
bearing the distinguished guest pass- magnificent marble stair case, with
after 11 elaborately wrought balustrades, rises
ed into the city shortly
o'clock until the president left for from the center of the rotunda, and
York four hours later he received a its purity and beauty are enhanced by
continual ovation. His route from the the dull luster in bronze In tracery
station to the state capitol was and massively wrought work In can
through an ocean of human faces and delabra and hanging lanterns and the
the vast throng stretched out into the illuminating auxiliaries which every
side streets for more than a block. where abound.
From center to circumference the
colors in the
The predominant
city was decorated In the national massive dome are gold, cream and
colors.
light blue, while a softness and
Program of Proceedings,
warmth of color are added by the use
The ceremonies of the day were of amber lights in concealed wlnnreceded by a parade of the Pennsyl dows. From the great gallery run
vania national guard, which was re- ning around the dome at the second
viewed by President Roosevelt, Gov- floor, the main entrances to 'senate
ernor Pennypacker and other distin- and house lead through elaborate and
Flanked on beautiful doorways, surmounted with
guished participants.
figures. These two chameither side by a line of troops the sculptured
presidential party was escorted to the bers present the most elaborate' and
speakers stand. The stand was erect artistic decoration to be found in the
facing State building outside or tne interior ol tne
ed in CaDitol Dark.
street, and was trimmed with red.- dome. Thousands of dollars were
white and blue bunting and decorat- spent in the decoration of the cellSix Immense glided
ed with flags of the state and nation. ings alone.
are suspended
The presldentoccupied the center of bronze chandeliers
chains of
the stand as he reviewed the military from the celling by massive chandelier
pageant. The military consisted of a the same material, each
provisional brigade of three regiments supporting six great
Na-- ' trie light globes.
There are two large
from the Pennsylvania
tional guard. Congressman Marlin E. panels, outlined in dull gold, "on each
Olmsted was chief marshal of the side of the speaker's chair, while the
to the side rooms are
General entrances
and Adjutant
procession
doorways of massive mahog-witStewart commanded the military, through
Colonel William F. Richardson any.
The governor's offices, the supreme
as his chief aide. The music of the
dnv was furnished bv the Damroseh i court chambers and the rooms on the
New York Symphony orchestra, the upper floors where are to be located
First Regiment band of Philadelphia the various departments are all finand the Commonwealth band of Har- ished in the same lavish style. So
far as the designs of everything in
risburg.
Everything being In readiness, at the structure are concerned they are
of special creative workmanship. Ev11:30 o'clock, Governor Pennypacker arose, and announced the begin- ery chair, clock, chandelier, divan and
ning of the ceremonies.
The invo- mantel Is in harmonious design with
cation was delivered by a represent- the apartment as a whole. The chairs
ative of the Society of Friends as a and desks are carved from mahogany
tribute to Wdlliain Penn, the founder or walnut.
Every continent on the globe has
of the state. The silence which followed the prayer was broken by the contributed in some way, in wood,
strains of the national anthem. After metal, marble, glass or other material
perfection of the
it Architect Joseph Huston formally to the beautiful
building, while artists and sculptors
presented the building to
repute have helped to
Stone, president of the building of world-wid- e
commission. Governor Stone In turn make the massive pile what It is to
presented the, building to Governor day. Thirty thousand dollars has
Pennypacker. who accepted it as the been spent in the mural decorations,
representative of the people of Penn- while $3(10,000 represents the cos', of
sylvania. With the conclusion of each the sculptures.
The present building replaces the
address there was tranferred the key
to the building. The key is a mam- old capitol which was destroyed by
moth affair of bronze and gold, seven fire February 2, 1S97. Probably the
inches long and weighing over a most striking feature of the whole
pound,
k is highly ornate, the body building Is the inscription encircling
shaped like a fluted column and the the dome in massive letters:
handle formed of a wreath surround"There may be room for such
ing a keystone.
holy experiment.
And my God will
With the conclusion of these for make it the seed of a nation thaan
malities President Roosevelt was in example may be set up to the na
troduced to the vast crowd that oc--! tions. That we may do the thing that
cunied the grand stand and overflow is truly wise and Just.
These are the words of William
ed the grounds and streets in front of
the capitol. There was tremendous Penn. at once an inspiration and a
cheering for the president when he prophecy, and eminently
fitted to
arose to speak, the ovation lasting for adorn one of ),he greatest architectper
ural and artiBtic triumphs of America.
several minutes. Finally he was
Ihe president headed the military
mitted to begin his address, which
was. in the main, a tribute to the peo- parade and was cheered to the echo.
pie of Pennsylvania and eulogistic of He held a brief recptlon, afterwards
the founders of the state. The exer- - taking luncheon with the governor,
The mural paintings were not hung
cises closed with a benediction, after
which the rejoicing broke out again, j in the state capitol rotunda anil cor-th- e
din being added to by a salute of ridors at the dedication because the
cannon ut the state arsenal and the walls were damp and it was consld- playing of national airs by the massed ered necessary that the building
should be made dry before they are
bands.
After the literary proirratu the of- put into place, as the paintings are of
ficial ;i. to the executive such rare value that no risk of mil- o
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THE PRESIDENT STOPS
AWHILE AT YORK ALSO
York, Pa., Oct. 4. Thousands
of
visitors from the surrounding country
greet
are in York to take part In the
ing to President Roosevelt when he
reaches here late this afternoon from
Harrisburg.
The president's party
will be mdt. at the station by Repre
sentative D. F. Lafean and other
prominent citizens, and then, escorted
iiy a troop of cavalry, will proceed to
the fair grounds. The president will
be driven around the race course, so
that all present may see the chief executive. After delivering a brief address he will be taken to the home
of Representative Lafean, whose guest
he will be for the remainder of the
Mayor McCall has proclaimed
day.
the day a public noliday, and the city
Is brightly decorated la honor of the
distinguished visitor. ..
Politics Takes Up Cost.
The new capltol of. Pennsylvania,
which was dedicated today. Is one of
the most beautiful and imposing
buildings in the United States, not
only for architecture, but also In its
Interior decorations and furnishings.
Thus far the building and its furnish
ings represent an expenditure of
about 113,500,000. Including some
preliminary work H cost $4,500,000 to
erect and $9,000,000 to furnish It. This
$9,000,000 has been made a campaign
issue by the state fusion candidates
who oppose the regular republican
candidates.

'

Ninety Families Homeless.
Ninety families
were driven from their homes; three
firemen injured, property valued at
$50,00 destroyed
and surrounding
property valued at millions seriously
threatened by a fire which started
early this morning on Frankfort

street.

,

r

Massachusetts Democrats Cheer They Recommend the Resolutions
Name of Bryan But Hiss and
Which Are Herewith Given
to the People.
Condemn Editor Hearst
New York, Oct. 4. The World edi
torially suggests G rover Cleveland to
the democrat of New Jersey, who are
seeking; a candidate tor United States
Benator.
The election of a former
president to the senate is not wlthr
,
out precedent.
JOHN SHARP WILLIAMS

W

WILL

FAR COIII!! OF VOTES

Sends Letter to Governor of Each Ter
ritory to Have Representatives
of Those For and Against
JOINT STATEHOOD TO BE PRESENT WHEN

e

e

th-e-

I

ROCKEFELLER

MAKES VERY

SPECIAL PLEA FOR TRUSTS

Colorado Springs, Oct. 4. Colorado
Springs is today experiencing its first
Reports
snow storm of the season.
from the mountains indicate a snow
(all of several inches.
Pueblo Gets It Also.
Pueblo, Oct. 4. The first snow
storm of the season Is here today,
with indications that It will continue
throughout the day.
FLIPPING COIN DECIDED
FAVOR OF CHICAGO

IN

GROUNDS

Chicago, Oct. 4. The first game of
the series between the Chicago National and American League tiaseball
clubs for the championship of the
world will oe played Tuesday, October 9. on the National league club's
grounds, this city. The place was decided by flipping a coin today at the
conference between Presidents Murphy and ComiBkey of the two clubs.
IMMIGRATION CONVENTION
MEETING IN KENTUCKY
Paducah, Ky., Oct. 4. The Immigra-

tion convention was opened here today. Governor Beckham being in attendance. The state board of agriculture and immigration is also takA large
ing part In the convention.
number of southerners are here and
express great interest in the proceedings. An effort is being mad to ento the
courage white Immigrants
south to aid in solving the negro

"WANTS TO BE A SENATOR
Brookhaven, Miss.. Oct. 4. John
Sharp Williams opened his campaign
for the United States senatorshtp
against ' Governor Vardeman today.
There is a huge crowd in town at
tracted by the Merchants' carnival
and the congressman chose this occasion to open his campaign In his
style.
usual aggressive
Governor
Vardeman Is none the less aggressive
and should the campaign develop into
vituperation the entire country will be
aroused to interest.
DEMOCRATIC

od

STORM

MONTHS OF BUST

CAREFUL CONSIDERATE

WANTS TO BE A SENATOR

Powerful Earthquake Somewhere.
BALLOTS IN NOVEMBER SHALL BE COUNTED
Goettlngen, Prussia, Oct. 4. The
seismograph at the observatory here
a powerful earthtoday registered
quake 14.000 miles distant from this
Phoenix, Oct. 4. Governor Klbbey of New Mexico, with a suggestion that,
town.
The vibrations lasted two has received the followinr letter from in order to avoid an .possible crltisism
as to the counting of the votes on the
President Roosevelt:
hours.
Biatehood question In New Mexico,
"My Dear Governor Klbbey:
Vessel and Passengers Lost.
"I am sorry to say-- that grave it wouia e wise it it could be ar
Hong- Kong, Oct. 4. The emigrant charges have been made to me that ranged to have representatives
of
voyaging be- under the organization of which you Doth the statehood and the
steamer Charterhouse,
parties present to witness the
tween Hoihow and Hong Kong, foun- are an active leader there will not be
dered off Panan head September 30. a fair count of the votes on the ques- counting of the votes in the various
Captain Clifton aud sixty passengers tion of statehood. If these charges counties.
Governor Hagerman is in the city
were lost. The steamer Kohsishang were well founded I need not say to
picked up a raft belon- iug to the you that it would be a national dis- today on Important matters, relative
Charterhouse on which were En- aster. I have no doubt there Is no to a certain election law passed at
gineer Dowse, twenty-threof the truth in them, but some prominent the last legislature, and when seen
crew and two women, after they had people In the United States do believe by a representative of The Evening
them and ihey are joined in this belief Citizen confirmed the news that he
hours.
been drifting for forty-threby some of the most prominent peo- had received a copy of the Klbbey
letter. The governor stated that fce
Oan't Reach Entombed Miners.
ple of Arizona and New Mexico.
Blueflelds, Va., Oct. 4. The last ac"Therefore to avoid criticism I de- was preparing a circular letter to
count received here indicates that the sire that If you can in anyway ar- be sent to the various county officials
rescuers have been unable to reach range it you will have representatives who will have charge of the counting
the entombed miners In West Forks of
statehood people- present at of the votes, asking them to see to It
mints of the Pocahontas collieries. It the canvassing of the votes on state- that ihe above suggestion of the fed
era aut horities Is adopted.
Is supposed that about thirty men are hood.
The governor, during the day, has
entombed.
"I have sent a copy of this letter to
Governor Hagerman of New Mexico, hrtd conferences with members of
and directed him to make the same both the regular republican party and
par
arrangement, that is, have representa- :ne
OPNOT
AMERICANS
ty, and evenr some democrats have
tives from both statehood and
parties to witness the count called on him.
When asked by the representative
of votts."
POSED IN ALL CUBA
Governor Klbbey has taken steps to of this paper what was his mission
here this time, with a shrug or the
obey the order of the president.
shoulder, he remarked:
"Can't tell
The Evening Citizen being reliably you all now, but I will say that I am
Havana, Oct. 4. General Funbton
received telegrams today from all the informed that a copy of the letter here on some Important matters, the
sent by the federal authorities in result of which will no doubt be an
commembers of the disarmament
mission In various parts of the ls'and, Washington to Governor Klbbey, on nounced later."
The governor will return to Santa
reporting that all Is quiet and that the matter mentioned above had been
the laying down of arms is progress- received by the territorial authorities Be this evening.
ing rapidly.
Magoon Leaves Last of Week.
Washington, Oct. 4. Governor General Charles E. Magoon and General
Franklin E. Bell, chief of the staff of
the army, will arrive at Havana next
Tuesday, leaving Washington Saturday and boarding the steamer at
Tampa, Fla., Sunday night. General
Hell does not expect to make a long
sojourn on the island.

BIG SNOW

AFTER

JOHN SHARP WILLIAMS

n.

New York, Oct. 4.

HE

New York World Advises New New York Chamber of Commerce Appointed Committee
Jersey Democrats to
to Report on Currency
Nominate Him.

PRESIDENT

Columbus. O., Oct. 4. Two Italian
workmen were kilted today in a cave-i- n
on the Goodie park sewer. Three
others were Injured. Twelve men In
all were buried in the cave-I-

CURRENCY

R

THESENATE

CRUEL NATURE ADVERSE

TO

REPORT OF

CLEVELAND

Evidently Forgets Their Millions of Ex
tortion From the Pockets
of the People.
Cleveland, Oct. 4. The Plain Dealer
today prints an Interview with John
I). Rockefeller, In which the latter
comments on the demand for governprivate
ment regulation of
industries, and makes a strong plea
for national development.
He said in part: "It we limit opportunity we will have put brakes on
our national development. Will any
individual strive for success when he
knows that the hard won prize Is to
be snatched from his fingers at last
by his government?" He said that we
give foreign nations or our "enemy"
ammunition to fire on us. Referring
to the attack on the beef industry he
'
said:
"I wag in Europe when the attack
was mane at home upon these men
(th packers) and their industry, and
I coul.l watch the effect at close range,
the fellows abroad snatched at our
own charges against our own business
with the greatest glee. They usd
them promptly as ammunition with
which to attack Americans and everything American, especially manufactured products and trade. I do not
I.elUve that there was a line of American goods sold abroad that was not
injured. We re too young a nation
for this tearing down. Reducing the
volume of our products means less
work, less wages, and less business

In regard to the
transacted."
recently issued requiring him
to appear in court in an action
against the Standard Oil company, he
siilil that the people summoning him
knew he did not have the information
sought and merely wished notoriety
by getting him on the stand. Therefore the order was asked.
sub-peun-

'
'

EQUESTRIAN

STATUE OF
ST. LOUIS UNVEILED
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 4. Tribute was
paid today to Saint Louis, the name-:sak- e
of the Mississippi valley metropolis, when the Niehaus statue of the

.illustrious Frenchman was unveiled
impresblve ceremonies.
with
The
statue is a gift to the city from the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition com-- ,
pany aud ocupies a conspicuous site
In the exposition grounds in
of
the art palace. The unveiling was
preceded l.y a military pageant. President Francis was the principal speak- er at the exercises and the unveiling
ceremony was performed by th
daughter of Mayor Wells. The statue
stands over 42 feet high and is said
'to he the largest equestrian statue
ever cast In the worlu.

ft

'

Wool Market.
St. Louis, Oct. 4. Wool, steady;

PRIMARIES
ARE QUITE EXCLUSIVE
Nashville. Tenn.. Oct. 4. Th
crats of Davidson county are running
a primary today, and vigorously at
work. There is some charge of Irregularity about it, as some of the
regulations are not in accordance with
the statute, although the primary, is
called a legal one. No democrat Is
anowea to vote unless he la white and
voted the democratlo ticket at the
last election, and eruraveA tn mnnni
the ticket that carries the primary.
DEMOCRATS

HOPEFUL IN
THE OLD BAY STATE
Boston, Mbbs., Oct. 4. Delegates
are arriving for the convention to be
held the sixth. Reports from the rural
districts give much encouragement to
those TrBMit and they hope to regain
Several congressional districts If not
to carry tne state again. .
Candidate for Governor.
The democratlo convention nominated John Brown Moran, district attorney of Boston, for governor.
Bryan Cheered, Hearst Hissed.
The Massachusetts state democratic convention today adopted a platform containing complimentary paragraphs devoted to Bryan and Hearst
The Bryan paragraph called forth a
burst of cheers. As the Hearst paragraph was being read there was some
cheering but hoots and hisses predom"
inated. Many of the delegates shouted: "Strike that paragraph out," but
on a viva voce vote Chairman Feeney
declared the committee's report adopted.
COLORADO

HOTEL MEN
HOL ANNUAL MEETING
Denver, Colo., Oct. 4. The
who cher and welcome the visiting tourist in Colorado, gathered
in Denver today for the fifth annual
boni-face-

meeting of their organization, known
as the Rockv Mountain Wntel Man's
association. They got together at the
urown raiace hotel this morning and
spent the day swapping stories and incidentally dlSCUSSnlz htlHlnPHH mnttor
of mutual Interest. The meeting will
wina up wun a big banquet tomorrow
night.
BERNALILLO'

COUNTY

DISTRICT COURT
OPERA HOUSE CASE GOE8 TO
JURY AFTER THREE DAYS'
TEDIOUS TRIAL.
The opera house case began on
Monday morning and went to the 1urv
this afternoon, after three and a half
days of very tedious testimony. The
suit is a contention over the title of
a
lot on Third street near
avenue, which formed a part of
the site of the Neher opera house.
nuiit atxut five years ago and dost royed shortly after its erection by
fire. By a contract Keorge K. Neher
built the theater on Third street for
the title of the lots which composed
the site. The contract stipulated that
the house should cost $30,000. The
house was built, but the deeds, which
were held in escrow and are still in
escrow, were not forthcoming, the
second parties to the contract alleging
that the house did not cost $30,000,
This suit is brought for $3,000 for the
failure in the delivery of said deed,
and the defendant, Angelio Vlvianl,
must show that the house did not cost
$30,000 or else release the dee(!s in
escrow.
Tl-jer-

New York, Oct. 4. Either a central
bank of issue, to be established aaii '
controlled by the government, or
Blmple measure enlarging the present
Issue privilege of national banks, hi
such, manner that their right of lsstra
will not vary with ownership of .government bonds, are methods favored
by the special currency commission
appointed by the New York chamber
of commerce last March to Inquire
Into the conditions of the currency
and suggest desirable changes. Tbe
report was submitted at a meeting ot
the chamber of commerce today.
The report was elaborate but th
following are the resolutions with
which the report concludes:
1.
That legislation be enacted,
which shall provide the country wUh.
a flexible and elastic bank note cur
rency ; and to this end we suggest
that either one of the two following
plans might wisely be adopted:
(a) Let there be created a central
bank of isBue similar to the Bank of
Germany or the Bank of France; such,
bank to deal exclusively with banks;
its stock to be owned In part by banking Institutions and In part by the.
government; but In Its management
ot the government
representatives
shall be supreme. This cetral bank:
shall Issue curency, rediscount for
other banks, hold public money and
act as agent of the government In re- -'
deeming its paper money and making;
its disbursements. v
Or (b),Jyet any national bank whose,
equals BO
circulation
per cent of its capital have authority
to issue additional notes equal la "
amount to 85 per cent of Its capital. '
Let such additional note's be subject
to a graduated tax as follows: The
first 5 per cent, taxed at the rate of
2 per cent per annum the
second. S
per cent, taxed at the rate of 3 per
cent; the third 6 per cent, taxed at
the rate of 4 per cent; then an Issue
equal to 10 per cent of capital, taxed
5 per cent; then an Issue equal to 10
per cent of capital taxed 6 per cent.
Let the proceeds of this graduated
tax constitute a guaranty fund. In the)
custody of the government, for the redemption of the notes of failed banks.
To Insure the prompt retirement of
notes when not needed, let redemption
agencies be established at
and other convenient points.
Let all he notes of a bank be alike
In form, and let It be the duty of the
United States treasury, as at present,
to redeem all the notes of a. failed
bank in full on presentation from the
5 per cent redemption fund, and after
the exhaustion of that fund from the)
guaranty fund.
2. That the law restricting the retirement of national bank notes to
$3,000,000 per month by the deposit
of lawful money be repealed.
3. That future issues
of United
States bonds be not made available as
a basis for the issue of national bank
notes.
4. That the laws regulating the op- erations of the United States treasury
be amended in such a manner that
they shall not, as now, Interfere with,
the money market; and to this end we
suggest a law requiring that all money
tn the general fund of the treasury
above a reasonable working balance
be deposited In national banks.
JOHN CLAFLIN.
Chairman,
FRANK A. VANDERUP,
DUMONT CLARKE,
ISIDOR STRAUS,
CHARLES A. CONANT.
'

;

bond-secur-

ed

SECRETARY HITCHCOCK ON
RETURN TO WASHINGTON
Monadnock, N. 11., Oct. 4. Ethan
Allen Hitchcock, secretary of the Interior, who has been spending his vacation
left today for his post of
duty. While he has been theoretically taking a vacation, as a matter ot
fact, attended by his secretary, he has
been a very busy man, and has kept
in very close touch with the office at
Washington, and with the departments
activities throughout the country in
its prosecution of the land frauds. His
health was never better.
FEAST OF TABERNACLES
OBSERVED BY JEWS
New York, Oct. 4. Succoth, or the
Feast of the Tabernacles, which Jews
everywhere celebrate today, brings to
an end the important chain of sacred
days, including Rosh Hashonna and
Yoni Klppur, which have been observed during the vast two weeks.
Succoth la the harvest festival, and
1b
designed to commemorate the
dwelling in booths ot the children of
Israel during their sojourn in the
wilderness after their departure from
Egypt. The festival lasts for eight
days, but only the first two and the
lust two days are regarded as holy
days.

"Breaking Into Society," presentat the Elks' opera house last night,
was one of the best the Frank Rich
Stock company has put on since here.
The story portrayed was highly amusing, the acting was clever and altogether the show was all that one
could ask for for 50 cents. The house
was some larger than those that greeted the company on Monday and Tuesday nights. The theater goers are
Just beginning to find out that the orHAVE ONCE
ganization is better than usual reper- THE DUTCH
MORE TAKEN HOLLAND
toire companies coming this way.
Atlanta, Ga.. Oct. 4. For state ofCopper and Lead.
fices the regular democratic state
New York, Oct. 4. Copper strong, ticket made a clean sweep In yester$20 23(3 2o. 50; lead steady, $5.75.
day's state election.
ed
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REPUBLICAN TICKET
For Delegate to Congress

WILLIAM H. ANDREWS,
of Bernalillo County.

BERNALILLO COUNTY
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION

la

compliance with a resolution of

the county republican central

com

mitteo of the county of Bernalillo,
adopted at a meeting held at Albu

eHnrqoe, N. M September 27. 1906,
a convention of the republicans of
amid county la hereby called to meet
at the Elks opera house. In this city,
oa Monday, the sin day or October,
IMS, at 7:30 o'clock p. m., for the
arpose of nominating a county ticket
to be voted for at the next regular
election, which will be held on the
Cth day of November, 1906. The of- ers that will be voted for are as
follows: One delegate In congress;
ne member of the legislative council
of New Mexico, for the county of Ber
nallllo; two members of the house
of representatives of New Mexico,
tor the county of Bernalillo; two
nenibers of the board of county com
mission era ; one probate Judge; one
catrk of the probate court; one su
periatendent of schools; one sheriff;
ease county assessor; one treasurer
collector; one county
and
starrer or, and five members of the
const! ttrt km al convention to adopt a
constitution for the new state of Art- -

Each precinct In the county of Bernalillo Is entitled to one delegate to

the republican county convention for

1

very twenty-fiv- e
votes cast for Hon.
W. H. Greer for member of the territorial council In 1904, and one additional delegate for each fraction
thereof above tea votes so cast, and
the primaries In the several
(or the selection of delegates to
the republican county convention
win be called to order by the respective chairmen herein designated:
Dele- Chair- Prec. Name of
gates.
man.
Mo.
Prec
1. 8aa Joee
Plutarco Lueras 4
Melqulades Mar
3. Alameda

.

pre-eda-

tinet

C

.

4

T. San Antonio
S Ioa Orlegos
. t. Ra-9- . de Atrisco
Kecobosa
11. Pajarito
12. Albuquerque
12. Old Albuquer- -

Darlo Outlerres 2
David M. Perea 4
4
D. J. Metcgar
2
Pablo Crespln
3
J. F. Hubbell
20
M. E. Hlckey
(Modesto C. Or- -

If. 8aa
Vm.

2
Pedro Aranda
J. R. Carpenter 2
Juan Outlerres 3
T.N. Wllkerson 21

1..

que

S3.

2X.
'

rts

Albuq. Daniel Martlnes 4
9
Eslavlo Vigil
4
N. Marino
Los Padlllas

4. Ran. de
&. Barelas

SC.

tit

Ignaclo

Tljera

San Antonlto
Albuquerque

10

Transito Cande- 4
laria
J. D. Maldonado 3

S8. Atrisco

St. Chain

SS. Loe Duranei Carlos B. Chaves S
The precinct meetings shall be held
not later than Saturday, the 6th day
eC October, 1906, except In precincts
It, 13 and 26, the primaries shall be
Iteld on Friday, the 5th day of Octo-

ber.
The precinct chairmen herein appointed shall take action and call the
precinct primaries, at such date, hour
and place as they may deem proper,
within the date affixed above, and
1906.

Sive proper notice of said meetings.
Al persons In sympathy with the
principles of the republican party and
opposed to democratic rule, and who
are not affiliated with any party or
organisation opposed to the regular
republican party of the county of
are hereby cordially invited to
take part In the primaries.
Alternates shall not be recognized
and proxies will not be admitted unless held and presented by residents
of the same precinct
The chairman and secretary of each
precinct meeting shall certify to the
chairman of the republican county
central committee the lint of delegates selected In bis precinct.
Contests, If any, shall be filed with
the secretary of the county committee not later than October 8, 1906, at
m.
It o'clock a.FRANK
A. HUBBHLL.
Chairman Republican Central Committee of Bernalillo County, New
Ber--naltl-

Mexico.

NESTOR

MONTOYA,

A DIAMOND

Secretary.

BROOCH.

diamond brooch, conblg-sis- e
stones,
left on our bands, unredeemed.
"Wholesale value, $250, retails at the
Jewelry stores for 1300. Our price,
175.
On display in our show window. lUisenfluld's, 118 Railroad avenue the roan you can trust.
A beautiful

taining

twenty-on- e

A Badly Burned Girt

or boy, man or woman, Is quickly
out of pain if Uucklen's Arnica Salve
Is applied promptly.

Health Insurance in its
Cheapest Form

CITY PEOPLE

O. J. Welch of

Tfekonsha, Mich., says: "I use it lu
mj family for cuts, sores and all
kin Injuries, and find It perfect."
Quikeat pile cure known. Best healing calve made. 25c at all druggists.

4.

On Wednesday

afternoon some remarkable demon
strations were were given In public
by T. L. Cooper, or the "Great Cooper," as he is called, who Is introducing for the first time In St. Louis the
preparations which created a sensation In eastern cities.
The demonstrations took place at
Mr. Cooper's headquarters and were
witnessed by several hundred people.
As nearly as could be learned
the
facts were these:
At 3 o'clock in the afternoon the
young man agreed to show what one
of his remedies would do for deafness
and agreed to make any one present
who was afflicted with deafness hear
again in less than three minutes.
There were many deaf people present and about a dozen of these were
given the demonstration, consisting of
a single application of one of the
Cooper preparations.
The hearing of these people was
then tested after an interval of between two and three minuts. The
test consisted of questions put to
tuem in an ordinary conversational
tone at distances varying from five to
thirty feet.
The results were remarkable In the
extreme. Some of these people who
were treated had been deaf for a number of years. When the first question
was asked a look of amaienient would
spread over their faces and they
would forget to answer the question.
As the questions were repeated the
surprised look would give way to one
of delight. Many were so affected
that they burst Into tears and were
scarcely able to answer the question.
In no single Instance, so far as
could be learned, would an Individual
fall to hear. Many were able to hear
a finger snap at a distance of thirty
feet. At the request of Mr. Cooper
questions were put to them by their
friends or by various spectators in an
ordinary tone of voice and the questions were readily answered.
In giving an account of these demonstrations Mr. Cooper said:
"The preparation used Is not the
one with which I accomplish most, as
my New Discovery, as it is called, and
to which I owe my success is for the
treatment of all forms of stomach
trouble and the general breaking
down of the system that follows in
the wake' of diseases of this character.
"The stomach Is the seat of a great
many troubles, for instance, my remedy will relieve thousands of people
of rheumatism in this city, simply by
getting the stomach In working order."
Many people seen who were present
at this demonstration assert positively that Cooper undoubtedly made
these deaf people hear again.
DEMOCRATS

OF 8AN

JUAN COUNTY
The democrats of San Juan county
met In convention at Farmington on
the 29th of September, and nominated
the following ticket:
Delegate to the constitutional con
vention Walter M. Danburg, Farmlngton.
Sheriff Boone C. Vaughn, Aztec.
Probate Clern L. Q. Eblen, Aztec.
Treasurer W. O. Black. Frultland.
Assessor Richard Hendricks, Ced

For In valid
Tourist and
School Children

ig

of the man
of the man
of the n.un
of the nnn
of the man
of the man

HilL

ALBUQUERQUE

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you

INTEREST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED A cook, at 217 South
Fourth street.
WANTED Canvasser and solicitor
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
at once. Addres J. B. this office.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
houseSALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE- WANTED A girl for general
CKIPTS, as low as HO and as high as
work; small family. 519 West
$200. Loans are quickly made and
avenue.
strictly private. ' Time: One month
WANTED A girl to do general to one year given. Goods remain in
housework In a small family. Ad- your possession. Our rates are reason
dress P. O. box No. 338, city.
able. Call and see us before borrow
on lng.
WANTED Gentleman boarder
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Ranch, half mile from car line. AdSteamship tickets to and from all
dress B, Citizen office.
parts of the world.
WANTED To buy a camping outfit.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Horses, harness and wagon. In315 West Railroad Ave.
quire at 218 North Walter street.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED Help furnished and emOpen Evenings.
secured
ployment of all kinds
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Abraham's Employment Agency, F.
109 West
L. Colburn, proprietor,
Sliver avenue. Auto, phone 270.
WANTED A woman to cook and do
general house work in a family of
Fifth, at a bargain
two; no children. Apply at once Close In on North week.
this
to 310 South Edith street.
Gentlemen's secondhand
WANTED
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
house, close In, lowlands,
south of viaduct. Sena address and Also
for $2700.00.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Good girl for general
housework. German preferred.. Mrs.
L. B. Putney, 624 West Copper avenue.
WtANTEL) Men and women in each
110 West Gold Ave.
county as field managers to represent, advertise and distribute samples of our goods. Salary $80.00 BACON &
BASHINSKY
per month, paid weekly, and cash
advanced for expenses. No capital
or experience necessary.
Position
REAL ESTATE AN3 LOANS.
permanent.
Address Northwestern
Co., Dept. 2 K, 338 Wabash avenue,
205 West Gold
Auto Phone 678
Chicago, 111.

MONEY to LOAN

Sold by tho
HIGHLAND

PHARMACY

'205 East Railroad Ave.

PHARMACY

ALVARADO

First SI.' mad Cold Mvthuo

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
$1.50
Gold Filling
Painless Extracting
ALL

WORK

z

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING,

LEGAL NOTICE.

Last Will and Testament of John
Condon, Deceased.
To O. N. Marron and Patrick Kalla- her, executors
and devisees, Mrs
Mary Condon Specht, Minnie Condon,
Edward Condon, David Condon, Jr.,
Sisters of Mercy of Memphis, Tenn.,
Memphis,
St. Joseph's Hospital,
Tenn.; the Sisters of Charity of Cin
cinnati, O.; Sisters of Charity of the
Leavenworth Branch, A. M. Manda- larl, superior of the Dominican Order
in charge of St. Peter's church at
Memphis, Tenn.; Thos. S. Byrne,
bishop of Nashville, Tenn.; sister sa
perlor of St. Joseph's hospital at Al
buquerque, N. M., and to all whom It
may concern:
You are hereby notified that the al
leged last will and testament of John
Condon, late of the county of Berna
lillo and territory of New Mexico, deceased, has been produced and lead
In the probate court of the county of
Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico,
at an adjourned regular term thereof,
held on the 1st day of October, 1906,
and the day of the proving of said al
leged last will and testament was by
order of the judge of said court thereupon fixed for Monday, the 5th day of
November, A. D. 1906, term of said
court, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of
said day.
Given under my hand and the seal
of this court this 1st day of October,
A. D. 1906.

A. E. WALKER,

Probate Clerk.

TWO LOTS

By applying an

FOR

R6.WT.
five-roo-

friend

NEW MEXICO

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

'""lAfcMfcBlassfcaamajM
With Ample Means snd Unsurpassed

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
t
Luna, Presloent: W. fl. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier- Johnson. . sst. Cashier; wm. Mcintosh. J. C
mon ..una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Croiwell

Solomon

H

;v

w'j

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA
FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

OmCKRB AND DIRmCTORB
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President
Vice 'president
Cashier
..Assistant Cashier
Director

U. B. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits:

CARDS

Depository lor Atchison, Topeka

LAWYERS.

&

$50O,Q00.0O

$250,000.00
Santa Fe Railway Company

ed

ry

five-roo-

FisOiftep's

PROFESSIONAL

Diiilding.

FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
rooms for housekeeping. 524
West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
or without board; home cooking.
207 North Fifth street.
FOR RENT The Roosevelt House,
309
West Railroad avenue.
South Seventh street.
FOR RENT Apartments " in " Par
View terrace, eight rooms each;
steam heated, and all other modern
conveniences. H. H. Tllton, room 19,
Grant Block.
FOR RENT A six room two-stobrick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Mattencci, 624 West
Tijeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
nouses and nats lor Housekeeping,
also ranch. Will take parties to
board. Apply at 110 East Coal avenue. Mrs. Norrls.
FOR RENT Nicely furnisned rooms,
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
per night. Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis
House, 524 South Second street,
Albuquerque, N. M.
"OR SALE.
FOr'sale Good"saddle and"d"rfvlng
horse, cheap. 613 Marquette Ave,
KOR SALE Fire wood at the Su"-perlor Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
FOR SALE Fine driving mare; also
second-han- d
surrey. 1123 Tlgeras

h

WW

I

PORTERFIELD CO.

modern
FOR RENT New
cottages. Frank Ackerman, Grant

j

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

and addresses
people
who are
of
"Neccessary to You Prosperity
wi&li ii times

WANTED.

....

WTOU,!XL4,-y-

5c 3 for 10c

one-thir-

ill!

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

who should be working for yont
wouid gladly lend you money!
whs wculd like to buy your hors?
who would buy an Interest In your buslneisf
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?
Trh"

Wounds, Bruises and Burns.
antiseptic dressing
County commissioner, first district to wounds, bruises, burns and like Injuries before Inflammation sets in,
L. Garcia, Blanco.
County Commissioner, second dis- they may be healed without matura
d
tion and in about
the time
trict R. J. Chambers, Flora Vista.
Probate Judge Frank Mir, Pine required by the old treatment. This
Is the greatest discovery and triumph
River.
Chamberlain's
County Surveyor Charles F. Holly, of modern surgery.
Pain Balm acts on this same princiFarmlngton.
ple.
It is an antiseptic and when apSuperintendent of Schools C. D.
plied to such Injuries, causes them to
Smith, La Plata.
Nomination for representative
to heal very quickly. It also allays the
the thirty-seventlegislative assem- pain and soreness and prevents any
Road.
bly was left to be filled by the coun- danger of blood poisoning. Keep a FOR SALE Furniture
for sale and
bottle of Pain Balm in your home
ty central committee.
house for rent. Inquire 116 South
The convention had a full repre- and it will save you time and money,
High street,
sentation from every precinct and har- not to mention the Inconvenience and
mony prevailed throughout the entire suffering such Injuries entail. For FOR SALE Furniture of
house. In use less than a month.
meeting. Most of the nominees were sale by all druggists.
snap, inquire at 523 North Second
county officials during the past two
In an opinion rendered the Ohio FOR SALE Two choice lots In the
years.
state railway commission September
Grant tract, for $300. One-thir- d
26 Attorney General Ellis
of Ohio
cash, balance $10 a month. A bar
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
holds that It Is unlawful for railway
gain. See H. S. Knight
Regular communication of Temple companies to charge 10 cents excess FOR SALE
A ban a some Hardman
Lodge No. 6, A. F. ft A. M. this even fares where cash fares, instead of
piano, In fine condition and almost
ing at 7:30 p. m. By order of the W. tickets, are tendered, even when the
new, at a bargain. For particuM. J. C. Fergier, Secretary,
road refunds the excess on the
lars, call at this office.
of the conductor's coupon. FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
H. Frank Bade of the State Life
Insurance Company of Indiana Is a
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- r
Danger From the Plague.
visitor in Albuquerque. Mr. Hade's
rooms,
all newly furnished,
There's grave danger from the
home office Is in Silver ICty.
painted and papered. The best payare
plague
coughs
of
colds
that
and
Harry Wellman and Mrs. Wellman,
ing property In Albuquerque. Any
prevalent unless you take Dr.
who have been summering at Camp so
offer acceptable. Call or address C.
King's
New Discovery for ConsumpD. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
Whitcomb, have returned and will
Coughs and Colds. Mrs. Geo.
make thulr home during the winter tion,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Walls,
Me.,
City,
of
writes:
Forest
on south Hlgu Btreet.
merchandise
a Godsend to people living lu FOR SAT'jIinenpral
"It's
The funeral of the late Mrs. Fell climates where coughs and colds prebusiness on the El Paso and South
clano Adams was held this morning vail. I find it quickly ends them. It
western in eastern New Mexico.
from the residence in Old Albuquer prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine opque and at tne ohurcn of San Felipe,
portunity for right party. Can exgives wonderful relief In asthma and
plain good reason for selling. LoFuneral Director Adams was In hay fever and makes weak lungs
charge.
cality healtbteBt In New Mexico. Adstrong enough to ward off consump
dress inquiries to this pa.per.
Hon. II. i. rYrgusson has returned tion, coughs and colds.
50c and
from his trip to Koswell snd the
LOST.
Trial
by all druggists.
Pecos valley. Mr. Fergusson has been bottle free.
LOST
gold hunting case
Small
solid
accompanying the democratic candl
watch. Plain case, with monogram
date for congress, O. A. Larrazolo, on
iltchlng, torturing skin eruptions
M. P. II. engraved on outside case.
the first tour of his campaign. Tne disfigure, annoy, drive one wild
Engraved on Inside case, "1902."
candidate and his party met with a uoan's Ointment brings quick relief
Suitable reward offered. Roturn to
hearty welcome in every town east anil lasting cures. Fifty cents at any
Williams drug store. Dr. Mary P.
of the mountains where they stopped. drug store.
P. Hunter,
FOUi.D.
KOl'Nl) Two pairs of men's trousEvery mother feels
ers on First street, near Railroad
great dread of the pain
avenue. Owner can have same by
and danger attendant upon
proving property and calling at No.
the most critical period
517 New York avenue.
Becoming
of her life.
MUSIC LESSONS.
a mother should be a source of iov to all. but the suffenncr and
Prof. N. DiMauro, the violinist.
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery. gives lessons on the violin
and man
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which reli ves women of the great dolin. Guaranteed to be the best
pain and danger of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woman's teacher In Albuquerque. Any one de
lessons address general dellv
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided siring
ery, city.
by its use. Those who use this remedy are n longer desp ndent or
The Woman's Missionary circle of
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other digressing con tions are
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the the First Baptist church will give
their monthly tea at the homo of Mrs
serious accidents to common to it.e critical
C. Van Katou, 700 South Arno, Thurshour are obviated by the use of Mother's
day, at 3 o'clock p. m.
Frle.id. 'It is worth its weight in gold,"
On Tueiiilav of this week at the res!
says many who have used it. fi.oo per
dence of Mrs. S. E. Newcomer was
Dottle at drug stores.
liook containing
held tlu. first regular meeting of the
valuable information of interest to all women, will
luesday club for this season. The
be sent to any address frte upon application to
meeting proved an interesting one. A
most attractive program has been preDRADnCLO RLQULATOR CO., Atlanta, Q
pared for the season.

ar

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT THE.
NAME AND ADDRESS

XjhQ
St. Ixmls, Oct.

ClrcvlitlM.

Dak Clrcalitiaa.

Tte Urtwt

Louis.

MOUND

SURPRISED

kftarMM DIlMtckM.
CHr m4

it.

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

4, 19M,

Ira M. Bend.
AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

ATTOR-'.'E-

Y

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

........

CAPITAL,
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00

E. W. Dobso.i.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office. Crom
well Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for RenL Drafts Issued on all parts of the World

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16. Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No aflfi RallrraiH avarm.
Afflna
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:-- J p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap- puiiuinenis tnaue ny man.
PHYSICIANS.
DR.

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Fair. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. H. v,arns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.
!

i

Drt. R. L. HUST.
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with High- -

v

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
Phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

46-4-

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

J. R. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Thoa. K. D. Maddlaon.
,
Office with W. B. Chllders. 117 West
Gold avenue.
RODERICK

STOVtrf, E. E.

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citi
zen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read.

Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
we west Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone, 179.
Torments of Tetter and Eczema Allayed.
The Intense Itching characteristic
of eczema, tetter and like skin diseases is instantly allayed by applying
Chamberlain's Salve, and many severe cases have been permanently
cured by Its use. For sale by all
druggists.
o

A healthy man is a king In his own
right, an unhealthy man is an unhappy slave. Burdock Blood Bitters
builds up sound health keeps you

99XCBmajB

"OLD RELIABLE."

well.

elI

'Williams' Indian Pile
will cure liilnd,
sud Itching
PUts. liabsortlhetuuiorti.
a J a the lU'hiugstoiio-.ai'a nouliire. ir'via ltihtunt re
lief. lr. Williunis'lnrtiunPileOint-merit
nre1u4r.nl fnr flip and Itch.
In ot the private purts.
Kery box la
warranted. iy urufgiMR, Tty mail on receipt of prn e. M ceuti and I.OO. WILLIAMS
VANUFXCTURIN6 CO.. i'roi. :ievelanu.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN ft SON.

and

L, B. PUTNEY

E SPr.
i

couch
CURE the LUNC8

KILLthe

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
Price
11.00
fohCOUCHSand 60sFree Thai.
WITH

riNSIIMPTIOM

I0LDS

Sureat and Uuickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or HONEY BACK.

ESTABLISHED 1873.

THE WHOLESALE
2

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

J
M.

BBBBBB9BBBBBBBBB
J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER

OBOBOB090

SIIEK.ii
PAINT Covers more, loos test, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime. Cement, Paint.
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

BROW
GRAFT

R
ME

PAGE THREE.

TRACHOMA, EYE PLAGUE OF EUROPE

I

n

EVENING CITIZEN".

'ALBUQUERQUE

4, 1904.

FLOWS
T

J. D. Eakln, president
Olomi, Vic President

I

Consolidated Liquor Company

WITH IMMIGRATION TIDE

IN

SCORES DEPORTED EVERY MONTH BY MEDICAL INSPECTORS AT
THE GATEWAY TO SAVE THE UNITED STATES FROM BLINDNESSDISEASE OF EGYPTIAN ORIGIN SPREAD BY NAPOLEON'S 80LDIERS.

Successors to
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Have been appointed exclusive agents In, the 8outhwest for Jo. 8.
8chlitz, Wm. Lemp and St Lou I A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone
Green River, W. H. McBrayeCs Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies: too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as receired by us from the best Ttuerlea.
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inapect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prtca List,
Issued to dealers only.

Why the Malay Can Not Be
Special Correspondence.
New York, Oct. 4. All precautions
Broken of His Habit of
are being taken by the immigration
officials at the Ellis island station to
Making Raids.

General of Immigration
P.
Frank
Sargent made an Inquiry and found
that several of the steamship lines,
greedy for the passage money from
prevent the entrance into this coun- Immigrants, permit trachoma infecttry of the horde of aliens who are af- ed persons to take passage, even
'
flicted with trachoma, the dread and when they are known to be diseased.
Insidious disease of the eyes, now
SURVIVAL OMNSICT
The law provides a fine of $100 for
raging In many parts of Europe.
the steamship company that brings
The records of a month show an to these shores an Immigrant afflictof ten persons being deport ed with the disease. It Is a granular
10 ENGAGE IN PIRACY average
ed each nay because they have tra. condition of the Inner covering of the
choma. So great was the Inrush of
these sufferers that Commissioner erally considered incurable. In its
Interesting Story of One TssloWho

Cbaa. Mellnl, Ajcretarr
O. Bachecnt, Trearanr.

Q.

Mormon Conference
at Salt Lake City

.
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Became Great Leader of Raiders In Philippine Islands.
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THE GOVERNMENT EYEBALL TEST FOR TRACHOMA.

By William Mowbray.
Special Correspondence.
'
F
I
Shanghai, China, Sept. 12. That all
first stages no one but an expert thickened and then covered with tiny
In admen who help to carry the white man'
could detect It. Later it becomes a gray or yellowish granules.
loathsome sore and leads to blind- vanced cases a scar tlsuue forms.
burden in the Far East come to Shanv
mm
It generally begins gradually and
Ltii I.
ghai, sooner or later, la as true as that
ness. The steamship trust agents
pass a sufferer over the Atlantic and lasts for yea.M. Ulceration of the
all roads lead to Rome. Here is the
clearing house of those who know the
take the chance that in the rush at cornea Is likely to result, causing
Orient, and If you can but wait for
Ellis Island the Inspectors will pass blindness, which Is apt to be perma- 4
tnem here, they will all come your
nent.
him through.
way.
The means of combating the disAt one time no less than 100 immiTo night I met three men who know
grants with trachoma were In the de- ease Is prevention. Surgery is somemore of the Malay in his haunts
times resorted to In an effort to cure
tention pen awaiting deportation.
than all the rest of the world. Only
Six expert examiners now stand at it.
;
It Is rapidly spread by the use of
the Malay was missing, which we all
the entrance of the big citizen grindV
regretted. They were ft Dutch caping machine and open the eyelids ot public towels and toilet articles.
tain, who had been Invalided home
every Immigrant for signs pf the disfrom Java, where he had spent seven
History of Trachoma.
ease. If there Is the slightest Irritayears In hunting the Malay In what is
Trachoma Granular conjunctivitis
tion of the lids or any other suspiAchineae
called
the "everlasting"
cious sign, the alien is Immediately popularly known as "granular lids."
war; an Englishman, who had served
CommisThere are several kinds of conjuncplaced under observation.
company
North
in
Bri'tsh
with the
sioner Murray declares that the dis- tivitis known to medical lore, some
an
agent,
and
as
commercial
Borneo
ease Is so contagious that he has rec- being comparatively Innocuous but all
American major of Infantry, whose
ord of cases contracted en route by troublesome enough. The trachoma
a
half
dropped
jargon
of
Into
talk
persons aboard the steamer from af- variety which the United States imhis
Spanish
Visayan
when
and
flicted persons the steamship agents migration Inspectors are trying desin
Malays
thoughts ran back to the
s.
perately to prevent from entering the
passed over their
the southern parts of the Philippines.
many hundreds of cases country Is highly dangerous in itself
There
are
The Englishman spoke never a word
of the disease now In New York city. and additionally so because It Is so
of commerce; his work had been to
Its spread would threatA few days ago it was unheard of contagious.
keep raiding Malays within certain
through the gates at en the whole population of the United
passed
here.
It
"comof
hounds. The subterfuge
Ellis Island In the days when the ex- States with blindness, it is asserted.
merce" was shallow. The Dutchman
Trachoma originated in the filth of
was not as perfect as toamination
4
on the south, the Englishman in the
Africa and Is called Egyp-tlo- n
Northern
not
was
danger
day,
and
the
center, and the American on the north
sum'I
.V
Europe, where it
opthalmia.
had been engaged In putting the
to thank for Its
Napoleon
prevails,
has
of civilization Into the heart of
Boldlers brought it
His
Introduction.
Trachoma.
Nature
of
comthe Malay. The three men had
'
SKI
back from their Egyptian campaign.
A contagious affection of the eye.
pared notes on the steamer from SinAccording to the New International
The eyes can not stand light and
gapore to Shanghai, and to them the
'
'
the lids burn and Itch. The lids are Encyclopedia the American negro Is
subject was old and commonplace;
swollen and there Is a purulent dis- almost Immune from trachoma, while
still "I wanted to know," and the Am- HOW IMMIGRATION INSPECTORS
charge. The inner fold between the the lr'.sh and the Jews are especially
EXAMINE ALIENS FOR TRACH.
erican told me.
MA AT ELLIS ISLAND. NEW YORK.
lids and the eyeball becomes red and liable to the affection.
The Instinct of Piracy.
"We all know," said the major,
NOTICE FO
PUBLICATION.
MERCHANT TAILORING
Charms Against Bullets.
"what the brown tnan loses and what
COMING EVENTS
he gains when the white man takes
"In the meantime he was selling Department of
OfLand
Interior,
the
him and his country for his own good. charms against bullets at a dollar a
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22, UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
Minus liberty, plus security; minus charm. The method was this: Tssio
1906.
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMmoney, plus schools; minus graft, plus would hear our column was marching
Octobei 10 The Merchant of Vln
strong-armejustice! and you could against him. His first step was to
BINI,
PROPRIETOR.
ice.
Juan
given
hereby
is
that
Notice
continue the comparison forever. But prepare his ambush and then get down Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
November 6. Mahara'g Minstrels.
your point Is, Is he really objecting to the cash business. All the men
My merchant tailoring shop la upnotice of his intention to make
November 8. My Friend From! Ar
to the process T No, he is not; and the were brought before him, and Tssio filed
ave209
over
No.
Railroad
West
r
stairs
proof in support of
kansas."
lighting we are doing today In the stood beside two wooden boxes, one finalclaim,
patronage
of
I
nue,
solicit
where
the
viz: Homestead Entry No.
November 14 The maid and the
southern Philippines is the same thing filled with strips of tape, made into a his
made April 22, 1901, for the NW the public. Ail work guaranteed first-clasMummy.
the bluecoats are doing in New York belt to hang over a man's shoulder 6312,SW
exyears'
as
I
had
fifteen
have
Section 4. Lots 3 and 4,
November 15. Uncle Josh.
and the mounted police of Canada
and the other containing small feathSuits made
8, and perience in the business.
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
keeping order. The, instinct of piracy ers. Then the harangue began. Tssio Section3,6, Lots 1 and 9,5, Section
ana
pressed
to
cleaned,
Clothes
order.
Twp.
N,
12
Section
Lot
December 10 The Holy City.
s
is as strong out there as is the de- would make a few
not
I
f
will
repaired.
specific
use
The
pn-oRange 6 E, and tuat said
will be
December 14 King of Triumphs.
sire to "get rich quick" at home. The take a silver dollar out of a man's made before
Probate dork at Ber- Injure the cloth. Ladle.V garments
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
object is the same, only the method ear or push a sword through hl3 nalillo, N. M.,the
walking
made
also
cleaned
skirts
and
on November 5, 1906.
December 31 My Wife's Family.
is different. When a Malay wants to chest, and the sale was on: 'Anting
me
to
a
Give
trial.
order.
He names the following witnesses to
graft, he gathers together two or Anting' against the American bullets prove
O. BAMBINI
his continuous residence upon,
An Awful Cough Cured.
three restless spirits and breaks for at a silver dollar each. Put a belt, and cultivation
of, the land, viz:
the brush. Soon there is a leader, the inscribed with the mystic figures, over
"Two years ago our little girl had
M.;
N.
Hagan,
Nestor
Gonzales
of
band makes a good haul, and appli- your shoulders and hold the feather Jacolto Gutierrez ot Las Placltas, N.
Sick Hesdahe Cured.
a touch of pneumonia, which left her
cants for membersnip spring up like in your teeth and you were safe.
Sick headache Is caused by de- with an awful cough. She had spells
M.; Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placltas,
imitators of new and sucessful "graft
"The men bought, and Tssio stacked
M.; Andres Armijo of Las Placita9, rangement ot the stomach and by in- of coughing, just like one with the
games" at home. The people complain the dollars in his boxes. The men N.
digestion.
Stomach whooping cough and some thought
Chamberlain's
M.
N.
and that is where we come along to went, out to fight and were killed and
Liver Tablets correct these dis- she would not get well at all. We
OTERO,
and
R.
MANUEL
put the matter straight. We kill the Tssio explained it. He went to each
orders and effect a cure. By taking got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Register.
band, or the band kills us, and the dead man and pointed out that he
o
these tablets as soon as the first In- Remedy, which acted like a charm
papers at home carry six lines of
had lost the feather. Naturally, the
dication of the disease appears the She stopped coughing and got stout
Everybody's
Thomas'
Dr.
friend
in Samar or Leyte. Two charm was broken if the feather was
Oil.
Cures toothache, ear attack may be warded off. Get a free and fat," writes. Mrs. Ora Bussard,
days later some editorial writer, look- let fall from the mouth. His men be- Llectrlc
sore throat. Heals cuts, bruis- sample and try them. For sale by all Brubaker, 111. This remedy Is for
ing through the files for something to lieved him, and the sale to the sur- ache,
druggists.
es, scalds. Stops any pain.
sale by all druggists.
do, stirs up the old question of a vivors would be Just as successful..
down trodden race striving for liber"The next time the adjunct to the
ty, and people get a wrong impression. belt would be a pill, to be swallowed
just before going into battle and not
The Malay Raider.
"Ijti r.'.e tell you a story of a Malay a word spoken afterward, else the
raider that will stand for the whole charm would be broken. This time
rt'
a.
question in the archipelago, and as Tssio was impatient with the surA
A
If HP IT
visa
long as you remember it you will vivors.
I
you?"
did
"What
tell
he
actuasked
the
always understand what we are
1
ally engaged in doing. First of all, protestants. "To swallow the pill and
the Malay, among other things, is not to talk," they answered. "Well,"
crafty, ignorant, credulous and super- continued Papa Tssio, "these men are
stitious, and, therefore, excellent ma- dead and Us clear proof that they
terial for a leader craftier than the spoke and broke the charm. It's not
my fault if you don't follow instrucled. Such a leader was Tssio.
"In his earlUr days Tssio shipped tions."
"Each time the sale of 'Anting Anon a Norwegian bark that drifted into
Bacolod one day, and served on her ting' would carry some Instruction
There are two classes ot remedies: those of known qualaround the world. Three years later or a like nature, always leaving a
ity and which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
he was back in his native land the loophole for Tssio to save his face
Island of Negros, with a smattering of and, gather in more dollars.
gently, in harmony with nature, when natureneeds assistforeign tongues, a fairly good ability
"We finally killed Tssio In front of
ance; and another class, composed of preparations of
In sleight-of-han- d
tricks and Ideas. the stockade, but no native believes
unknown,.uncertain and inferior character, acting tempoOtherwise, he was a worthless shore to this day that he Is really dead.
rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
lounger. He put his ideas to work, He Is In hidding, they say, and has
however, in the direction of local delegated his powers for the moment
functions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional of
Is
graft; in other words, he took to tae to a favorite lieutenant. There
the remediesof known quality andexcellence Is the ever
albrush. His followers, a handful of always a "Papa i'sslo" In Negros,
pleasant Syrup of Fiis, manufactured by the California
village loafers, were wonderfully im- though we have killed a half dozen
Fig Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
pressed with his sleight-of-hantricks, at different times and the name will
plants, known to act most beneficially, In a pleasant syrup,
and at the end of two or three cattle-liftin- suffice any day to bring followers, anxexpeditions and three months' ious for the easy life, out of the
in which the wholesome Californian blue fitrs are used to con- time Tssio was a power. He played villages and up into the mountain
tribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It is the remedy
f&jyMt
Then tney raid, and then
for good stakes and he played well. funr-tssesof all remedies to sweeten and refresh and cleanse the system
When the SiJ.b infantry came to we Bend out troops to break them up.
Vt
Negros, back in the early days out The habit is ingrained and you can't
r'i?." gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming consti
there, Tssio had 600 followers. The eradicate it. We will have to contend
pation and the many i'.lsresultinatherefrom. Its active princi- 1and lived in a stockade village up with it, in one form or another, as
71.
k
pies
and quality are known to physicians generally, and the
in the mountains, and the whole coun- long as we stay there. It is nothing
remedy has therefore met with their approval, as well as with
expression
tryside was in such fear of him that less
local
f
than a
the favor of many millions of well informed persons who know
we could not move twenty men with- of the
universal
lesire to get
of their own personal knowledge and from actual experience
Whethnothing.
out his at once being Informed through something
'
for
.!
v
si A
natives, who thus hoped to earn his er the
Luzon,
Is
in
trouble
$
mui u 15 a inubi excellent laxative remeuy, v c uu nui liuiiii uiai
good will.
He was infallible.
He Samar, Leyte, Negros or the Vlsayas,
will cure all manner of ills, but recommend it for what it really
it
was "Anting Anting," or Invulnerable the cause is the same and the results
represents, a laxative remedy of known quality and excellence,
to bullets; he was the pope of a new will not vary. Sometimes they will
he kill us and sometimes we will kill
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character, r
church and called Papa Tssio;
levied tribute upon every farmer in them."
i There are two classes of purchasers: those who are informed
the island and his mountain storeThe Englishman and the Dutchman
to
the quality of what they buy and the reasonsfor the excellence
houses were Dursting with loot. He concurred with the American major,
J? Of articles of exceptional merit, and who do not lack courage to go
held religious services during which and the Dutchman told us a tale of
tricks, to the Java brand. But that Is outside
sewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of any well known
he performed sleight-of-hanthe u'ler consternation of his ignor- of my territory, and it was much the
tide; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know.
ant followers. His was a name to same anyway.
d who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
conjure with in Negros. The young
oenenciai ettects it they do not get the genuine remeay.
native women did not have to be abA Young Mother at 70.
To the credit of the druggists of the United States be it said
ducted they came knocking at the
"My mother
has suddenly been
doors of his stockade.
nearly all of them value their reputation for professional
young
of
70.
years
made
Twenty
at
"This was the situation when we
int egrity and the good will of their customers too highly to offer
i
came along and began to break up Intense suffering from' dyspepsia had
imitations of the
entirely
six
disabled
her, until
Papa Tssio in his business. We 'nad
several engagements with his men months ago, when she began taking
and killed them by the score. We Electric Bitters which have completethe
also took prisoners, who gave us de- ly cured her and restored
manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., and In order
tails of his methods. These men were strength and activity she had in the
prime
of life," writes Mrs. W. L.
fully confident that they would soon
to buy the genuine article and to get its benencial effects,
of Danforth, Me. Grunteat
drive us into the sea. Failure never
one has only to note, when purchasing, the full name of
discouraged them. Death seemed to restorative medicine on the globe.
the Company California Fig Svrup Co. plainly printed on the
make the rest more eager to light us. Sets stomach, liver and kidneys
The graft was so good that t'uey right, purifies the blood and cures
ironi or every pacKage. rrice, 50c per Dottie. une size oniy.
were willing to fight hard for it. They malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
had 'Anting Anting.' and Papa Tssio Wonderful nerve tonic. Price 50c.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
said they would win.

For above occasion the SANTA FE will sell tickets to
Salt Lake City and return for one fare of $33.1 OL
Ticket on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.
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St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

SANTA FE,
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BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, i 906
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BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT
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SPECIAL
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INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxloua to hare a
cas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this

unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range No, 52-1$21.00.
Term, $S cash and 4
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gm Range, No.
$22.60.
Term, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for flva month.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p Jchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suoacrip-uo- n
to one of the following magaslne
(The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
25-1- 5,
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Genuine

Syrup of Figs

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkots Rooting

Albuquerque, New Mexico

First and Marquette

ooooete

Si I

Fayvood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVE8 PAIN.

Hot

UP THE SYSTEM.

BUILDS

CURES RHEUMATI8M.
CURES

Springs

I

IDNEY AILMENTS.

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYVOOD,

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

New Mexico

aaaatnOCm0

rCommunication Made Easy
EI Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great 8outhweet and Kansas City,
snd all points North and East by the

St

Louis, Chicago,

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains dally, carrying standard rnd tourist sleepers, observation
cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time

dla-In- g

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING
General agent.

V.

R. STILLu
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

E

page Pour:

ALBUQUERQUE

By The Citizen Publishing Company

tKWOX)CK00000XKOCXXXAAOOOOS

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

The following Is a carefully compiled list of the
candidates for governor, to be yoted for In the November election, and the states In which they are respectively running:
Democratic.
Republican.
State.
D. I. Coiner
None
Alabama
James. N. Glllett Theodore A. Hell
California
Henry A. Huchtcl Alva Adams
Colorado
Rollin S. Woodruff Chas. F. Thayer
Connecticut
C. O. Stockslager
F. R.. Gooding
Idaho
Claude R- - Porter
A. B. Cummins
Iowa
E. W. Hoch
Curtis Guild.

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

Fred

Nebraska

-

Nevada
New Hampshire
New York:
North Dakota
Pennsylvania
.South Carolina
South Dakota

M.

Win. A.

Jr.

Warner

A. I j. Cole
Geo. L. Sheldon
John F. Mitchell

Harris

John B. Moran
Chas. H. Klmmerle
John A. Johnson
A. C. Shallenlierger
John Sparks
Nathan Jameson

Chas. M. Floyd
Chas. E. Hughes Win. R. Hearst
John Burke
E. Y. Sarles
Lewis Emory, Jr.
Edwin S. Stuart
Martin F. Amsel
None
J. A. Stransky
Coe J. Crawford
M. U. Patterson
Henry C. Evans
Tennessee
T. M. Campbell
Carey A. Gray
Texas
Jaa. O. Davldson- - John A. Aylward
Wisconsin
.,
S. A. V. Kelstcr"
B. B. Brooks
Wyoming
In addition to the above tickets the prohibitionists
and socialists have candidates In nearly every state. All
uf the above wfll be voted for November 6. Arkansas,
Georgia, Maine, Oregon and Vermont have held their
elections this year. In Kentucky the election will be
held November 5.
Third tickets have been put in the field In several
states. In Texas Col. E. H. R. Green is running as the
candidate of the "reorganized" republicans. In Pennsyl-Tanl- a
Mr. Emery Is the candidate of the Lincoln party
ma well as of the democrats.
In Nebraska fusion exists
between the democrats and populists. In Colorado Judge
Ben B. Lindsey" Is running as1 an Independent candidate
In California W. H. Langdon Is the canfor governor.
didate of the Hearst organization.

CONDITION OF CUBA
says: There will never again
The
be a Cuban republic in the old sense. The elections
which Secretary Taft will order (or the choice of new
officer for Cuba may take place on the date which he
will name. The forms of choosing successors to the
heads of the defunct regime will probably be observed. It Is possible. Indeed, that the new officials, executive and legislative,, may take office, and may, for a
few days, or weeks, or months go through the motions
of making and administering the laws In the name of the
Cuban people. But, even If some Americans should be
blind to the fact, the world will see that the. seat of
Cuba's authority la not Havana, but Washington. Cuban
annexation will be the biggest issue which will come before congress when that body assembles nine weeks
from today.
I
The San Francisco Chronicle says: The fact will
remain that the United States has once Intervened and
is certain to again do so whenever conditions require it.
The real power to which both Cubans and foreigners
will look for protection to life and property will not be
the Cuban people, but the United States. Cuba Is having a severe leason. and it mav be a long time before
another Intervention will be required, but that it will'
some time be demanded nobody doubts, or that In the
end American occupation in some form will be made
permanent.
The best that the American people can
tiope for Is that our control shall be in the form of a
protectorate, maintaining the nominal independence of
the island, and not adding its race and other problems
to our own domestic perplexities. Whether we like .it
or not and whether Cubans like It or not, Cuba is today
and for all time a dependency of the United States.
Globe-Democr-

at

d

s,

none of whom could hope for nomination
found that
by he republicans of the county. Having
way ' of naming a
(be! people condemn the snap-sho- tticket without regard to public knowledge or consent,
the Dons are now willing, says report, to combine with
Che democrats, giving the latter all the rest of the ticket
provided only the Dons are retained for the offices they
now hold.
It is doubtful If the democrats will consent to fuse.
The better political plan would be for the bolters to
keep in the field, and to have the Democrat Journal drum
wp for them all the republicans it may be able to lnflu
eace; for while there is no earthly chance that the
nuhpisU may be elected, they may possibly draw away
enough republican votes to enable the democrats, by
the. akin of their teeth, to drop Into a few of the offices,
Jnat this result Is the hope of the democrats in this
eotfnty, and the object for which their subsidized paper
la working.

OOOCKX0000000C0
THE

MULTI-LOC-

K

PLAN

:

FOR THE PANAMA CANAL

0000300X3OCKXC
plan on which the commission Is
The multi-locproceeding to build the canal Is extremely simple in
principle. It contemplates the formation of two great
artificial lakes filling depressions, on either side of the
mountain range that intersects
the Isthmus. These
lakes will be linked by a channel cut through the dl
vide. By flooding the country instead of digging down
19 water a vast amount of. labor "W be saved aud a
freer and safer navigation will be afforded, hummed
up, the advantages of this plan over the sea level project are greater capacity for traffic, less danger of Interruption to It, quicker passage for large ships and
much less expenditure of time aud money In construction.
The canal will be nowhere less than forty-fiv- e
feet
In deith and in certain stretches it will be us deep as
seventy-fivfeet. Its minimum width at bottom will be
2no feet in the Culebra cut, and from that the channel
increases in width to more than half a mile it Lake
Gatun. Tho
summit level begins at
where the entrance locks and the great dam are located. The lutter structure is the key to the project.
It is to be thrown across the bed of the Chagres and
will intercept tho waters of that river and impound
them in the valL'y until a lake with surface eighty-fiv- e
feet above mean sea level shall have been formed. The
surplus volume will be permitted to escape over a spillway, enaliling the stream to resume its natural course
on the farther side. It Is obvious that such an arrangement involves the utmost facility for increasing the
depth of the lake. The elevation of the crest of the
spillway must result In the retention of u greater
amount of water and In a consequent enhancement of
the summit level. The contributory drainage basin is
capable of supplying a practically unlimited flow. C.
H. Forbes-Lindsain The World Today.
k

John H. McGraw, a penniless Maine youth, who becaaie governor of the state of Washington, was born in

-

Penobscot county, Maine, October 4, 1850. When he was
14, years old he left home and thereafter was compelled
torely entirely on his own exertions. In 1876 he landed
which city he has continued ever since to
in
make his homo. He reached the city penniless, but suc
ceeded In obtaining a position as clerk In a hotel. From
this humble beginning he rose to a position among the
foremost men of the Pacific northwest. After his first
position as hotel clerk he became successively a policeman, sheriff, lawyer, bank president, placer miner nnd
finally, in 1892, he was elected governor of his adopted
state. Mr. McGraw is now president of the First National bank and also president of the Seattle chamber
of commerce and today he Is 56 years old.
Nogales Oasis: "The Oasis predicts thai, joint statehood will carry In Arizona three to one. And still Col.
Bird, the editor, has been accused of having sense."
Blsbee Miner. The Oasis never made any such prediction. The position of this paper has been always that
the people of Arizona ought to accept stutehood as it is
offered now, and it lias presented reasons for (he faith
which Is In It It, but it has never made any prediction
as to results. It has said that when the votes are countcrowd "will know
ed in November the
they have been to a fight." They are already learning so.
The New Mexican says that the democrats of San
Juan county, In their resolutions, condemned "everything In sight." Their resolutions were certainly Inspired, If not prepared, by the Albuquerque moriting
paper, which for years has condemned and vilified
in the whole territory of New
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GET THE HATCHET.
If the republicans. In regular convention assembled,
In a certain town in the county of Wexford there is
ahall on Monday next put up a good and strong ticket a house the door of which must be raised a little to be
of true and able candidates, they will sweep the field opened, and for this purpose the hatchet Is generally
despite all the nonsensical palaver of the Democrat used. One night lately a knock came to the door and a
Journal.
youngster was sent to see who was there.
"Who's there?" he Inquired.
i There may be trickery In a precinct; there may be.
"Me," said a voice outside.
hut with less probability, trickery In a county convenThe youngster, knowing the voice, shouted back (in
tion; but when the action of the primaries la confirmed such a tone that the person outside could hear him):
by the county convention, and the action of both is conit's Mrs. Murphy. Get the hatchet."
firmed by the state or territorial couveuion, the charge
Needless to tay the woman didn't wait. Pearson
jf iriofcery becomes, absolutely untenable.
Weekly.

t

HATS

Announcement to Young

M en

by every standard,

whether It bo
workmanship, whether style or patterns, our new Fall and Winter Suits and
Overcoats for Young Men prove their superior
worth prove that they are the faultless productions of
men who have made the designing and making of high-claclothing their life study, and have been wonderfully successful in their attainments.
There is refinement in every detail In the appropriateness of the color
effects, in the fashioning of the lapels, In the graceful
back lines of the coats and in the perfect set of the
trousers. In truth we are more than maintaining the
very high standard long ago attained in our lines of
Youg Men's Hlgh-Grad- e
clothing.
The arrival of extensive ordem places our present
stock In splendid condition, especially in the complete
size assortments
prices from flO.OO to $25.00.
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WE SELL THE

BEST OF

EVERYTHING.
DON'T CHARGE ANY MORE
THAN IS ABSOLUTELY

NEC-

ESSARY.
GIVE

YOU THE MOST

EF-

FICIENT SERVICE.
IF YOU

CAN

GIVE SATIS-

FACTORY REFERENCES YOU
CAN HAVE CREDIT.

APPRECIATE

WE

BUSINESS

AND

YOUR

TRY

Don't

SHOW OUR APPRECIATION.

TION,

INTO

CONSIDERA-

your own, furnished with your own
furniture. Our long credit points
shortest way tq the home beautiful.
It allows you to pay a little at a
time as your Income allows. It Is
acknowledged to be the easiest
plan now being offered in this city.

BUY ELSEWHERE?
'

TRY TRADING AT JAFFA'S.

IT'S

AND

CONVENIENT

Live!

to live as you should live in a
cosy, comfortable little home of

SHOULD YOU

WHY

Exist

We make it possible

TAKING ALL THESE
THINGS

Merely

TO

"

c&J

ECONOMICAL.

We have everything
Furniture,Dinnerware,

Kitchenware,

Rugs

and Draperies. Acorn
Ranges, $5.00 down,
$5.00 a month.

Jaffa Grocery Co.
"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
THEY ARE RECEIVED.

Eki

House Furnishers

BIG BUSINESS IS

Elks' Opera House!

THE BEST IN TOWN
'MEUU

REPORTED FROM
....One Night Only....

OCTOBER 10

LAND OFFICE

Per Gallon

A

Of the General Government

Locate

at the

Terrl-totl-

Capital.

Complete Scenic Production of
Shakespeare's Greatest Comedy

Colo.

The Merchant
I of Venice
the thirty
Mr. Joseph DeGrasse

as Shylock

Price:

B. K. ADAMS
mmm

Tor-rane-

4.

Funeral Director

and Licensed

' ""-

2tlS,-14-

2.

Sep-teinU-'r.

E

$(.50

V
v
s

t.

92.

If

THE 8HORT LINE

COLORADO Monday, Oct
St. Paul, Minneapolis,

!
i

1

THE FRANK

Duluth

AND THE NORTHWEST,
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeentti St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
, Commercial A0

owe NIQH7
CHICAGO,

iv

One Weak of Merriment
Commencing

FROM

Rich Stock Co,
Presenting a Repertoire of

Farce Comedy Successes
awo

Superior Vaudeville

MINNEAPOLIS,
FORT DODGE,

ST. PAUL,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,

REAL COMEDIANS

PRETTY GIRLS

The finest train service to the above j
points; also to New Orleans, Mem-Evanavllle, Ind.;
phis, Vlcksburg,
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack- Embalmer asnvuie, f ia., ana bu otner poims iu
IB

The desi rt land entiles were:
-Guadalupe, 3; Mora, 1; San Juan, 6;
Phnnei
- Autommtlo
Golormdo, Blk M9
Torrance, 21.
The total number of original home- Corntr Fifth and Railroad Avnu
stead entries made since January 1 is
1.494; acres enured, 215,436. Total
A WELCOME RELIEF
number of final homestead entries,
182; acres
27,433.
entered,
Total
numiier ot desert land entries, 19!t;
The theater goers of this city conacres entered, 27.491. Total number
of entries of all kinds since January template with genuine pleasure the
1. 19m;, is 1,821; acres entered,
comiiiK etiKHKetucnt of Joseph IX?
Oniase and bU splendid company in
Two coal declaratory
statements "The Merchant of Venice," Shakeswere filed during the month of
peare's delightful comedy. The atThey are as follows: George traction is one worthy the attention
K. Turner of Raton, southeast quar- of the most critical playgoer. There
ter section 36, township 32 north, Is nothing tawdry or cheap about the
range 24 east, and Fred C. Seobey of production or the cast. It Is unquesRaton, south half of southeast quarter tionably one of the most elaborately
of seciiou 25. township 32 north, staged productions of the year and the
range 24 east. in Colfax county.
cast, even to the least Important role,
No mineral applications or mineral hiiB been selected with the utmost
entries were recorded
(luring
the care. Tho engagement Is necessarily
month.
limited to one performance and it will
be the dramatic event of the local
NOTICE TO VOTERS.
season. At the opera house October
Republican primaries to elect dele- loth.
gates to tho county convention to be
HOME-MADAT
PICCADILLI
held Monday morning In Elks' theater,
RESTAURANT.
CAFE
will he held Friday night in Precinct ZEIGER'S
No. 26, Albuquerque, in the armory, HENRY GOETZ, PROPRIETOR.
in Elks' building
The primary will
WANTED.
be called to order at 7:30 o'clock.
At once, boy, about 14 to 16 yeara
THOMAS N. WSLrCERSON. ' old, who desires to learn the printer's
1'reclDct Chairman. trade. Apply at this office.

-

Central R.R.'Elks Opera House!

iS

e,

mm

-

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red

al

September was a banner month for
business done at the federal land of
fice in Santa Fe. During
days of last month there were filed
268 original homestead entries. 66 fi
nal homestead entries and 34 desert
land entries.
Only thirteen
orglnlal homestead
entries were made during the last ten Supported By A STRONG ACTING
days of the month, and of those nine
COMPANY MAGNIFICENTLY
were for Santa Fe county. In tl:j
period two final homstead and one
COSTUMED
desert land entries were made In that
county.
The business In detail was as fol
Sale of seats for subscribers opens
lows for September:
at Matson's book store on Monuay,
Original homestead entries, -- 68; October 8, at 9 o'clock.
acres entered, 41,093. Final home
stead entries, C6; acres entered.
30c, 75c, and SI.OO
Desert land entries, 31; acres
entered, 5,780.
The original homestead entries
were divided among the varlo-icounties of the district as follows: "i
Uernalillo, 3; Colfax, nope; Gtnd-alup43; McKlnley, none; Mora, 22;
Klo Arriba, none; San Juan, 8; San
Miguel. 33; Sandoval, 1; Santa Fo 11;
Socorro, none; Taos, 3; Torrance,
144; Valencia, none,
Tho final homestead entries wore:
Bernalillo, 1; Colfax, 8; Guadalupe,
17; Mora, 13; San Juan, 4; Santa Ke,
2; San Miguel, 16; Taos. 1;

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

.
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Boy's Underwear

',

,The ticket made by Dons Perfecto "ad Jesus was
themselves and certain
for the purpose of
and for electing certain would-bother
office-holder-

lu-l- xr
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A TRANSPARENT

Columbus, Ga., Oct. 4. Embodying a unique effort to
provide an Industrial education for some of the tens of
d
thousands of children who under the new
legislation of Georgia, mum leive the factories on
January 1, 1907, and go to school, the Columbus Secondary Industrial school will open lis doors on Monday.
Child labor legislation nnd the great demand for
skilled labor In the south are responsible for the found
ing of the Secondary Industrial school here In the
heart of one of the most Important centers of cotton
manufacture In the Bouth. Children under 14 years of
ago will not after January 1, J907, be permitted to work
In any factory In Georgia. There will be thousands of
boys and girls between 10 and 14 years of age forced
out of the factories and Into the schools. The grammar
schools of the state are already overcrowded, and many
of the factory children will not find places. In large
cotton mill centers this will work a great hardship, and
the real purpose of the child labor bill, passed by the
Georgia legislatur-- j in Juno will, In nearly ail the large
cities of the state, be defeated, for a time at least, by
the lack of public school facilities.
Reallzinug that child labor legislation was inevitable, the manufacturers of Columbus, h d by G. Gunby
Jordan, president of the Eagle and Phoenix cotton mills,
founded the Secondary Industrial school, a distinct departure in the field of education. Its purposes are twofold, to offer the children of the three thousand cotton
mill operatives of Columbus an education in trades in
which they have already had practical training, and to
furnish the mills and factories of this city and vicinity
with skilled labor. .
New Idea In a New Town.
Located on a hill overlooking Columbus, In a set
tlement but a year old, which has grown from a wide
expanse of vacant lots to a manufacturing
city with
3,000 Inhabitants and two large factories, this school, an
Industrial experiment, is thoroughly at home. It Is a
new Bchool, embodying a new Idea, located In a new
town, where there are people living who are new to the
'
v
south.
on
eight
completed
buildings
When
there will be
the campus of the school, each devoted to one of Colum
bus's severs! industrial activities.
The buildings will
be grouped in a quadrangle, with the main building in
the center. Devoted entirely to the study of cotton mill
machinery, the textile building, as the department of
the school expected to furnish the cotton mills of this
city wkb all classes of labor, will receive the most attention from those back of the Institution.
Here the
sons of the present cotton mill operatives will learn to
be skilled weavers of both plain and colored goods of
the finest qualities. Four years' training In this build
ing will give the students sufficient training to com
mand, within a short time after they
the mills.
wages as good as their fathers are now drawing. The
breaker room, the card room, the spinning room and
dye house will all be supplied with labor from this textile building, which will graduate seventy or eighty boys
a year, as well as turn out a large, number who have
taken only a part of the course, but who can not con'
tinue the work.
With the advent of the manufacture of fine cotton
goods in the south there is a great demand In all mill
cities for experienced dyers. The Secondary Industrial
s
with all the
school will endeavor to supply
labor of this class needed. In addition to a knowledge
of dyeing, the graduates of this and all other textile
departments will be well drilled in the fundamental
principles underlying the various processes In the manufacture of cotton goods.
Settlers Being Sought.
Italian and German immigrants are being sought by
the foundries of Georgia. The Secondary Industrial
school will have a special department for teaching the
children of ny foreigners who may come to Columbus
to settle, trades which they will be able to follow In
the Industrial plants of the city. For this work there
will be a foundry, blacksmith and machine shop.
There is a big demand in Columbus for skilled cot
ton mill labor. The same conditions exist all over the
state. Progress In the manufacture of fine cotton goods
in the south has been retarded because of the inability
of the mills to secure the necessary labor for the ma
'
chines.
.
cotton manu: .;A8 It ls located In one of the largest
facturing cities In the south, the school will perfect the
textile course as the' most necessary one. At the same
time, that the Idea embodied In it may be successfully
worked out, students will be prepared In all industrial
courses, that every factory in Columbus may be benefited. Domestic arts, including sewing, cooking and
housekeeping, will be taught to girls. ' Shorthand and
typewriting will be taught to both "boys and girls.
Governor Joseph M. Terrell of Georgia, George Foster Peahodv and Robert C. Ocden of New York were
present at the laying of the corner j siorfe of the first
building of the Secondary Industrial ncnooi. in an aa
dress made on that day. Governor Terrell remarked
step forward had been taken by Co
that a
lumbus. The entire group of buildings forming the
Bchool will be completed In about two years.
a.iti-chll-

CANDIDATES FOR GOVERNOR

Kansas

o
THE JAFFA oo
o
Grocery Comp'y, o
o
o
o
"Good Things to Eat" o

UNIQUE SCHOOL RESULT
OF CHILD LABOR LAWS

Published Dally and Weekly.

W. e. 8TRICKLER,
Fre I dent.

WEDNESDAY, 0CT06ER
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CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

EVENING

1

To Night

The 3 Act Farce Comedy

Papa's Baby

RAILROAD TIME TABLE PRICES: 23c, 33c and SOc
ROtlTIVCLY

(In effect July 1, 1906.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:5k
a. in., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:6!
p. in., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.

Westbound.

No. 1. California Ex pre eg, arrives 7:3
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. S. California Limited, arrive
11:05 a. m., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7. Mexico & California Express.
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs
p. m.

n.ii

Southbound.
train, departs at 12:35

No. 27 El Taso
p. m.

MO

PR EC LITZ

We Keep It Up
We keep the quality of our bread
up to the highest. This is possible
by using

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

Local freight train. No. 99, south
PIONEER BAKERY,
bound, departs at 5 a, m., and car
MOT BOUTM rlRBT BTRCKT.
rles passengers.
Arrives From 8outh.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:J TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION.
a. m.
No. 1 runs direct to Lot Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. S runs direct Jo Los Angeles and

San Francisco.
trains dally.
T. E. PTJRDT, Afeut.

All

surFOR SALE One double-seaterey, horsa aud hurnets, cheap. Apply at' 3?3 South Second street, or
tit Smith Edith Street.

Try a Cltisen Want

!

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

W. Anson
Hnyden
Ed." Lembke
Frank Ralph
J. MoCorriston
A. V. Tegner
J. 1. Bell & Co
A.

A

30.00 Sam Pickard

' 30.00 T.

A.-X-

FAIR REPORT THftTi
PLEASED THE SUBSCRIBERS

W.

;

10.00

Stationery and Sporting Goods.

Nearly
Dollars Left Over
From Last Fair, After All Bills
and Deficits Are Paid.
FORTY

d

PER CENT

BACK

GO

TO

SUBSCRIBERS

THE

TO

Restaurants,

Thousand Dollars Collected From Sub Henry Goeti
Ios Angeles
San Jose
List of Those Who Helped
ed
Doctor.
J. F. Pearce
Along With Their Money.

Nearly Fourteen
scrlptlons-Publlsh-

.00
10 .on
10 .00
10 ."0
ID .00
10..00
lo. 00
10. IHI
lo .00
10.."0
10 .0,,

Total

The balance of the receipts come

OF PRECINCT 13.
republican meeting will be held
at M. C. Ortiz's office at Old Albuquerque, N. M., on the 6th day of
October, 1906, at 7:30 p. m., with the
purpose to nominate (lo) delegates
to represent Precinct No. 13 of Bernalillo county at the county convention,
which will be held at the Elks opera
house In the city of Albuquerque, N.
M., on the 8th day df October, 1906,
at 7:30 p. m., to nominate county officers of the republican party.
MODESTO C. ORTIZ.
Chairman.
PRIMARY

..

00
5 00
5 .00

.$18,fiSO,95

Mother at 70.
mother has suddenly been
made young at 70. Twenty years of
Intense suffering from dyspepsia had
entirely
disabled
her, until six
Main and Horse Gate.
months ago, when she began taking
Electric
Monday
$ 175.73
Bitters which have complete. . .
Tuesday
cured her and restored
367.25 ly
the
strength
Wednesday
470.00
and activity she had in the
prime
1,735.55
Thursday
of life," writes Mrs. W. U
Wday
of Danforth, Me. Greatest
658.00
Saturday
;.. 187.00 restorative medicine on the globe.
Sets stomach, liver and kidneys
Grand Stand and Quarter Stretch.
Monday
90.75 right, purifies the blood and cures
Tuesday
154.25 malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
Wednesday
212.50 Wonderful nerve tonic.
Price 50c.
Thursday
695.60 Guaranteed by all druggists.
r'rlday
203.50
n
Saturday
95.75
A Citizen Want ad does the work.
Season tickets
143.00 Try one.

J. W. Elder
J. H. Wrath
M
K. Wylder
Pur?nam. to notice '"th? executive cent fair, and the fad that the
S. McLandress
and advisory board, with port showed a surplus In the treasury, O.
D. H. Carns
15.00
after all the bills of the Twenty-fourtthe officers, of the late Twenty-Sixt15.00
annual fairs, with P. O. Cornish
Annual Territorial New Mexico Fair and Twenty-fift10.00
annual, J. B. Cutter
association met last night at the of-- ! the bills of the Twenty-sixt10.00
tice of the manager, P. F. McCanna, had been paid, of $5,612.17 proved a R. U Hust
10.00
startling revelation to those present. W. G. Shadrach
in the Grant building.
'
10.00
Therm were prevent Solomon Luna, for while all knew that economy had F. B. Romero '.
6.00
president; G. L. Brooks, Geo. Arnot, been exercised In the management George W. Harrison
Dentists.
and B. Spttx, vice presidents; D. 8.- of the fair, and that the weather man
Rosen wald, secretary; M. W. Flour- with the permission of the Almighty B. F. Copp
$ 10.00
noy, treasurer; P. F. McCanna, mana-- 1 Father fixed the elements to suit all E. A. Alger
;
10.00
one
no
following
Interested,
ever
bt
that
dreamed
members
ger and the
;
Dr. Kraft
10.00
, the surplus
large
advls-a
would
be
such
and
committee
the' executive
'
L. E. Erwln
6.00
r,
ory board; Col. John Borrodaile, Felix amount, or, In fact, any surplus
Dr. Chamberlain
6.00
payment
ever
Mayaard
Macpherson,
the
of
the
after
D. A.
Sheep and Wool, Hides and Pelts.
J. A. Weinman, M. Mandcll 1905 fair deficits amounting to
Wm. Mcintosh
183.33.
$100.00
W. T. McCreigU.
50.00
The manager presented the follow-t- Frank Hubbell
After the meeting had been called
25.00
order, the manager read off the re-- ing Interesting recapitulation of the J. El sen man
W. E. Mauger
25.00
celpts and disbursements of the re-- 1906 fair:
Brown & Adams
'
25.00
RECEIPTS.
Chas. Chadwlck
25.00
37.25 Policaplo
$
Balance turned over by Treasurer Herndon
Armijo
5.00
13,680.95
Suscriptiona
Victor
5.00
750.00 llfeld Sals
Concessions and privilege (fair grounds)
Bros.
30.00
431.50 FInnigan
Concessions and privileges (streets)
Co
25.00
2,000.00
Received for stake races and Jersey show
15.00
5,208.80 E. G. Garcia & Co
Gate and grand stand receipts
Lawyers.
1,200.00
Entrance fees to horse races
H. B. Fergusaon
1
.$ 25.00
"
25.00
$23,308.50 F. Wk Clancy
TOTAL
h

h

h

OUR

viit
from

"My

AT

Itl

W MJ

s

ta

II

IU

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

A Young

RECEIPTS

25.00 THE
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

-- T.

ST

A

a .00
fi .00
5 .00
5 .00
5 .00
5 .00
5 .00
5 ,00
i ,00
5 .00

.".

$5,208.80

from horse race entries, $1,200; prlvi-''s at fair grounds, $750; privileges
from carnival on
streets, $431. 69;
fake races and cattle show, $2,000
and $37.25 turned over from last year,
oiaklng a 'grand to.il of receipts,

lo .110
M..00

25.00 Total
10.00
$

120.00

1

George Campfleld

$ 60.00

PAG? FIVE.

1. tin ' Boxes

,

60.00
50.00 W. T. 'ihornton
30.0(1 E. A. Cahoon
20.00 Gorge P. Learnard
Max Bier
Lumber Yards.
Albuquerque Lumber Co
$ 50.00 8. T. Hock
Rio Grande Lumber Co
60.00 F. W. Fisher
J. C. Haldridge
50.00 H. R. Mitchner
H. J. Stonfc
Wool and Scouring Mills.
P. Hanley
Albuquerque Wool Souring
Mills
$ 75.00 Thomas Uberwood
Rio Grande Woolen Mills
60.00 C. A. Gilman
A. C. Burtkss
Cal and Wood.
M. R. Springer
New Mex. Fuel & Iron Co
$100.00 T.
J. S Benven
60.00 H. J. Shinlck
Bramlett
W. H. Hahn
50.00
J. R, Farwell .
$

F. J. Houston
S. K. Newcomer
P. J. Hawley

CITIZEN.

Lucero
Pftiny Arcade
C. M. '. Foraker
Armour & Co
A. A. Keen
H. E. Rogers
W. J.
J. H. Peague
J. M. Sandoval

23.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
20.00

Collodon

O. A. MatBon & Co

Six-Thousan-

EVEX1NQ

ALBUQUERQUE

4,

RUG DEPARTMENT I m revelation to those who
It, because of the great variety of Domestic Runs

the best loom.

ALBER T FA BUR
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

,

..

Staab Building

k,

j

what-Leste-

1904-Uuns-

Household Goods
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

$4,-an- d

FURNITURE, CROCKERY

o

1

STOVES AND RANGES

j

...

'

DISBURSEMENTS.
Paid net on old account deficit
Horse race purses and direct 'charge to races
Baseball purses and direct charges for tournament
Advertising and Job printing
Premimums and other expenses, as per Itemized statement
CASH ON HAND IN BANK OCTOBER 3, 1906

J. Staab

9 4,18338
6,405.25
1,536.60
1,347.88
4.223.22
5,612.17
1

$ 23,308.50

TOTAL

submitted,
P. Ft McCANNA, Manager.
We, the undersigned auditing committee, appointed to audit the acAnnual New Mexico Territorial Fair, held in
counts of the Twenty-sixtAlbuquerque, September 17th to 22nd, inclusive, certify that the foregoing
Signed:
statement is correct.
FRANK McKEB,
W. J. JOHNSON,
J. B. HERNDON,
Auditing Committee.
Respectfully

h

.

Sturges European

After the reading of the above recapitulation of the receipts and disbursements of the fair Just closed. It
was moved and seconded that out of
tae surplus $1,000 be donated to
Manager McCanna for his excellent
work and his economical management
"whlcU4iat4 agaia put the
tlon oh th right side of the ledger.
The motion did not take well with
the manager, and after stating that
he heartily appreciated all the good
things said about bim In this matter,
he nevertheless positively refused to
accept any donations for his work, and
more principally on the account that
he and other officers when going
the
around soliciting subscriptions
talk was made, as an Inducement for
the subscribers to be more liberal
than In previous years, that none of
the officers expected any pay whatever for tneir services.
The members present pleaded with
the manager to accept the $1,000, not
In the nature of a salary, but as a
gift, but he insisted on having his
own way, and he Anally stated that he
had figured out that FORTY PER
CENT of the surplus can Iks returned
to the subscribers, leaving a balance
of $139 "as a nest egg for the next
year's fair, or to paying delayed bills
which may yet be out against the
fair.
A motion to pro rata the surplus in
accordance with the above figures was
finally adopted, and oday the force
at the office of the manager ere busily
engaged writing and mailing refund
checka ig all the paid up subscribers
of thij lust territorial fair.
seconded, a
On motion, which
vote of thanks was tendered Siel'.,
dent Luna, Manager McCarinii "and
Secretary Rosens-aifor the work
they rendered toward making the
twenty-sixtannual fair such a grand
Rticc'eiifli
ThU expression of confidence Oil the part of Ihe committee
was accepted by lha president la a
few appropriate words.
A motion was mrAts and seconded
that the president appoint a committee of live to "line up officers" for the
next annual fair, and to report their
conclusions at the annual meeting of
the association which will be held upstairs over Zciger's cafe on the second
Monday in November at 8 o'clock

Qulckel
Bachechl

75.00
50.00
30.1W

25.00
25.00

25.00
Gillian & Walsh
E. Meyers & Co
25.00
20.00
U Gradl
Steve Balling
20.00
Monte Carlo
20.00
W. G. Mearns
15.00
George Schneider
10.00
Dinello & Co
10.00
Hotels.
Alvarado
$375.00
Grand Central
30.00
25.00
Elite
15.00
Columbus hotel
'
Mrs. Rummell
5.80
Grocers 'Wholesale and Retail.
Gross, Kelly & Co
$250.00
Charles llfeld Co
75.00
Monarch Grocery Co
50.00
L. B. Putney
50.00

F. G.

Pratt

"

W. H. McMllllon
W. XV. McDonald

& Co

J. Maloy
Trotter & Hawkins
J. A. Skinner
A.

Barber.

,.

,,,;;

Whitney Co
$150.00
150.00
Mcintosh Hardware Co
Albuquerque Hardware Co. . . . 50.00
Brewery and Ice Plants.
So. West. Bry. & Ice Co
$130.00
75.00
Crystal Ice Co
C. W. Kunz
75.00
Gents' Furnishers.
$100.00
Simon Stern
100.00
E. U Washburn Co
100.00
M. Maudell
30.00
Friedberg Bros
Laundries.
$100.00
Imperial laundry
50.00
J. A. Hubbs
Cigars and Tobaccos.
$ loo. 00
Kothenberg & Schloss Co
30.00
H. Westerfeld
25.00
Kirster Bros
A. J. Richards
15.00
Meats.

Blanchard Meat
Wm.

Farr

San Jose
A. Romero

Co

&.

Supply Co..

$1011.00
100.00
50.00
30.00
-- 5.00
15.00
10. 00

....
Schwanman & With
J. W. Abbott
E. Kleinwort
Furniture and Undertaking.
O. W. Strong's Sons
$

LIST
citi- -

and
rens generally, with outside friends,
who made It possible for the twenty- sixth annual fair to pay off its deficit
and become a big success, with the
aid of excellent management, are
found In the accompanying interesting
list of figures:
Banks and Other Corporations.
$ 5oit.no
First National
oiiO.OO
Hank of Commerce
Soil. 00
Traction company
American Lumber Co
5"'.n
City of lliuquerque.
4"0.0ir
Montezuma Trust Ci
I'nu.ou
Klectric IJsht Co
2on.u0
luo.uO
State National
Wholesale and Retail Liquor Houses, i
St. Elmo J. Harnett....
$ juo.oo
Graham Bros.' . . , .
.v.,. 600.00
'

i

'

;

'

'

A.
A.

Kal.er

75.00
50.00

W.

s. Hopewell..,:

,

,

Cash

Bittner-Stamn-

i

Fruit

Co

Learnard c tndemann
John Becker Co
John Becker
lienham Indian Tr. Co...,,..,.
It. G. Dun & Co

Sellers Printing Co
L vy Bros
K. W. Hopkins
Nash Electrical Company....:
Hickox, Maynard & Co
J. II. Armijo
H. O. Bursum
G. F. Albright
A. B. Stroup
O. A. Kaseman
J. E. Mattnews
II. S. Llthgow
T. S. Hubbell
J. Yrissarl
J. F. Lutby
Altm. Foundry &" Machine Wks.
Oakey Clinord
Perfecto Armijo
Colorado Telephone Co
Wells-Farg- o
Express Co
W. H. H. Llewellyn
Judge Abbott
W. H. Andrews
W. H. Burke
C. M. Carr
11. lilu.lier

Borders
UO.00
Harness and Wagons.
J. Korber & Co
S 75.00
Mann Saddlery Co
20.00
Albuquerque Carriage Co. ... 15 00 (). E. Cromwell
T. Keleher
10.0O C. E. Newcomer
Drug Stores.
Continental Oil Co
.1. H. O Rielly Co
$ 75.00
Sam Kee
1!
Kuppe
50.00 A. E.Walktr
B. U. BrigKs
50.OO Alien Waas
Williams Drug Co
30.00 Jesus Romero
S. Vann & Co
30.00 Capt. W. E. Dame...
W. Y. Walton
15.00 H. Bemjamin & Co..
Transfers.
W. H. learstyne
W. L. Trimble & Co
$ 75.00
A. B. Montgomery ...
Springer Transfer Co
50.00 Security Warehouse. .
Contractors.
H. F.
XV.
W. Strong
$ 50.00
Household Loan Co
60. 00 G. R. Craig
Standard Plumbing Co
W. Hesselden
D0.00 A. W. Cleland

Ie

117 Gold Avenue

eck of

15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
5.00

If

with

he tell

Woman,
you to or4

EMPRE8S FLOUR.
no excuae. (IT yoa shotud ft
order), that yon could oaf,
for every flrst-cb- u
rrom
EMPRESS. Yoa TrtU ahrara
find good bread, good bUonlta, goa
pastry and most Important of all
good cheer to greet you wtoea
come borne for your dinner. Try Mi
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress a
all cthsr.
,

Make
get the
And It,
handle

jW

iff

Afp

.

Jfc--

.

ya
M

M. BERGER,

Z4

Wholesale Agent. Albuqnerqns, N. M.

FRENCH BAKERY
k13 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

"OLD GLORY"

AGAIN &AISED

STEVENS & DOWYER, Proprietors

ON

CUBAN
SOIL.
SNAPSHOT
WHEN THE DENVER'S CREW RAN UP THE FLAG AT THEIR CAMP

NEAR PALMA'S PALACEJ

'

Tl UTTER

NUT
HREAD

o

Bettor

Than

Home-Mad-

"

FINE LINE OF
'

OAKF.S
Always on Hand.

e.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended lo

'

5.0V
-

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Mtw

$ 30.00

25.00
$ 25.00

20.00
$ SQ.00

25.00
20.00

500
20.00

All the readers of this newspaper are undoubtedly
familiar with the Interesting Rebuses which have appeared in The Ladles' Home Journal from time to time.
We have had prepared for us a Rebus on similar lines,
and will give three prizes or presents of value to the
first three persons who solve the Rebus correctly. We
are sure that this Contest will create Interest in every
home reached by the Albuquerque Evening Citizen.

5.00
25.00

I

20.OO

25.00
5.95

25.00
10.00

Ths

;

lfl.oo

duties

$100.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
35.00
30.OO

30.00
30.OO

30.00

FIRST PRIZE $5.00 SILK UMBRELLA.
SECOND PRIZE $3.50 MOSQU ETAIRE GLOVES.
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.

30.00
25.00
25.00
26.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your horns.
IN

f

Grocery and Cafe
! Flaming's
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. lo

I

A I way 9

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water
U

r.

Vcta Rooming Bouse

la Connectlo.

113

H. O'REILLY 8c CO.

'LEADING DRUGGISTSC
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES '
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

'

"'.".Jill

I

iv

BARNETT, Prpp'r.

120

West Railroad Avenue

25.01)

The Albuquerque Business College
DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL

lo.o'J

NOV

Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Business Practice
Typewriting
Commercial Law
Banking
Manifolding
Penmanship
Spelling
Corretponden
Business English
New Management
Competent Inn
Added Equipment
Fair Treatment
Reasonable Rate

15.01)

15.00
15.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
IO.00

TIME-BE- GIN

S3

C o

v v

e c

We secure good position! for our .graduates; address

Commercial

T h e CITJZEN JOB

ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE

j
I

0

W.

r.

LIBRARY BUILDING.
Mllllktn, Principal
Albuqutrqum,

Mw

t

Printing
ctors

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc. 0

SAMPLE AND

Room

Letter Meatf

aTnveopes
Mete Meerfs
frogrmmm

Invitation
Cataloguaa
Blank Booka

Raealpt Seeks
othar warfa
turn ant
avarytklng a
In

wm

" O lay
Mexlc- -

MC

Os0000000

0

CLUB ROOMS

KOlOSe0e)0oaj

OaOOOCC0O0O

D.OTERN.PROPRJETOR

ENTER AT ANY

Vest Lttd Avciue

--

25.00

20.00
20.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

On Ice

311 SOUTH FIRST STREET

JOSEPH

25.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

Midnight

Ready to Servo

25.00

HON

12

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

25.00
25.(0)

"T

HOME

m

The St. Elmo

25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

YOUR

'

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

In writing your answer, write on one side of the
paper and do not write anything excepting your answer
to the Rebus, your name, street and city address. Address your answer to the Rebus Editor, care of

50.00

Ths telephon

lighter,

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

The only condition of the contest is that no answers
mutt be sent in before twelve o'clock noon, October
1st, and no answers will be accepted later than
twelve o'clock noon, October 15th.

10.00

telephone

makes ths
ths care less,
and ths worries fewer.

1

Can You Solve This Rebus?

Miscellaneous.

M. Carroll
M. O. Chadbourne. . .

& GO.

especially,

s 20.00
20.00
.'. 10.00
5.00

Fe

Hardware.

BORRADAILE

-

.

5.00
'

20.00 L. M.
20.00
Architects.
20.00 J. L. Ladrlere
I
Wm. Kieke
10.00 E. B. Cristv
J. F. Palmer
10.00
Tailors.
Dry Goods Wholesale and Retail.
E. B. Booth
$
Golden Rule
$150.00 rrank Tomel
B. llfeld & Co
ino.00
Shoe Stores.
The Economist
100.00 Wm. Chaplin
Grunsfeld Bros
100.00 Charles May
,
Welller & Benjamin
60.00
Painters and Paper Hangers.
S. U. Rosenwald
50.00
1
A. Hudson
Globe Store
60.00 S;cey & Co...
L. Kempenlch
, . . .
50.00 F, L, Pearce
ft Co..
(hlGO;
Life Insurance.
If. H.
L. B. Bteril.i; .
30.00 W, E. Neat
U Hert2og
15.00 L. Gall.es
Co
D. H. Boatrlght
10.00 W. S. Bowen
Tom Seward . .

ivvr

'

Don't Dlsput

Frauk Ackerraan
Felix Lester . . .,
Felix Baca
Photographers.
Karl Moon & Co
.$ 20.00
W. Pennington
10.00
Bottling Work.
Harsch Bottlng Co
$ 30.00
T. J. Topham
15.00
Hay and Grain, t
E. W. Fee
$23.00
M. Berger
25J00
Star Hay & Grain Co.
10.00
Skating Rinks.
Tent Skating Rink
$ 15.00
Elks' Skating Rink
10.00
Real Estate and Insurance.
J. M. Moore Realty Co.
$ 80.00
G. E. Brewer
20.00
v.
A. Fleischer
20.00
W. P. Metcalf
20.00
t,.
E. H. Dunbar
20.00
H. H. 'Tilton
15.00
D. J. Rankin
10,00
B. A. Sleyster
10.00
Otto DIeckmann
10.00
&
Wooton
Meyers
10.00

Thelln Bros
W. F. Swltzer & Co
Ph. Sanchez
T. O. Mason
Pawn Broker.
H..Yanow
,
L. G. Rosenfield
Bakeries.
Stevens & Boyer
S. N. Balling
30.00
30.00 C. P. Shutt Confectioners.

Jaffa Grocery Co

Just before the meeting adjourned,
with instructions front the commit,
tee that the surplus be returned on
the basis of 40 per cent to all subscribers, Mr. McCannu exhibited to
several members a most, beautiful
Elk's1 watch charm, and a closer Inspection revealed on the reverse side
the name of the donor. It came from
President I. una to the manager as an
appreciation of the latter' services
in the management of the fair and the
interest he took in helping to make
the Sheep and Wool Growers' convention also a big success.

The names of merchants

& Gioml

Joba-Cornet-

p. m.

SUBSCRIPTION

Bothe

&

Mellnl & Eakln
Stern & Schloss
Lix & Motzenbacher

.

THE

500.00
400.00
250.00

O. K. Neher

R. W. D. Bryan
EX W. Dobson
E. V. Chavez
E. L., Medler
S. Burkhart
T. N. Wllkerson
H. F. Reynolds
W. B. Childers

'

W0

00

e

e e

000OaeKev

s
8
S

s.
0
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Notice ordinance to build of cement
ten ipet In width the sidewalks on
th '.'.. I side of North Second street
from Copper venue to TIJeras avenue,
on the north side of Copper avenue
from First street to Second street,
and on the west side of First street
from Copper avenue to Tijeras avenue; and to build of cement six feet
In width the sidewalks on the enst
side of North Second street from TIJeras avenue to Mountain road, on the
east side of North Third street from
TIJeras avenue to Mountain road, on
the west side of North Twtlfth street
from Railroad avenue to Mountain
road, on the west side of south Fourth
street from Silver avenue to Iron avenue, on the cast side of South Third
etreet from Silver avenue to Atlantic
avenue, on the north side of West
Lead avenue from Second street to
Third street, on the west side of South
nigh street from Railroad avenue to
Iron cvenue, on the south side of
Coal avenue from Walter street to
High street, on the west side of South
Walter street from Coal avenue to
Iron avenue, on the east side of South
Seven" h street from (Jold avenue to
Coal avenue, on the east side of North
Walter street from Copper avenue to
Grand avenue, on loth sides of Tenth
street from TIJeras avenue to Rail
road avenue, on the south side of Mar
quette avenue from Third street to
Sixth street, on both aides of North
Eighth street from Copper avenue' Ho
TIJeras avenue, on the west side of
Ninth street from Copper avenue to
TIJeras avenue, on both sides of
Eleventh street from Railroad avenue
to TIJeras avenue, on the east Bide of
Seventh street from Copper avenue to
TIJeras avenue, on the west side of
Seventh street from Railroad avenue
to TIJeras avenue, and on the north
aide of TIJeras avenue from Third
street to Twelfth street; and east side
of South High street from Railroad
avenue to Coal avenue.

Otero Addition, Francisco Armijo y
Otero.
A strip of land lying between Lot
10, Block 12. of the Francisco Armijo
y Otero Addition, and the acequla on
Northern Addition on the north, one
hundred feet in length, more or less
Francisco Armijo y Otero.
Uits 21, 22, 23 and 24, Block 8,
Northern Addition, J. M. Eddie.
Ixit 20. Block 8, Northern Addition,
M. GrunsMd.
I .ots 18 snd 19. Block 8, Northern
Addition. 8. and M. OrunBfeld. (T)
lxts It! nnd 17, Block 8, Northern
Addition. G. A. Gillette.
Lots 13, 14 and 15, Block 8, Northern AdiiUlon, J. Motzenbacker.
Lot 22 and north part of Lot 23,
Block 5, Francisco Armijo y Otero Addition, C. B. Strother.
Ixt8 19 ,20 and 21, Block 5, Francisco Armijo y Otero Addition, B. P.
Freelove.
Iits 17 and 18, Block 5, Francisco
Armijo y Otero Addition, Fred B.
Heyne.
Lots 15 and 16, Block 5, Francisco
Armijo y Otero Addition, James

Ixts 13 and 14. Block 39, Perea mljo Brothers' Addition, Rosenwald
Bros
Addition, II. S. Carter.
Io'ts 52 53 54 55, 56 and 67, Block
Lots 11. 12, 13 and 14, Block 46,
8.
Armllo Brothers' Addition, G. W.
Perea Addition, F. J. Otero.
Ix)ts 8, 9 and 10, Block 46, Perea Harrison
Ixts 00 and 61, Block 3, Armijo
Addition, P. Badaiacco.
Brothers' Addition. C. A. Hudson.
Lots 48 and 49, Block 3, Armijo
On the West Side of Fourth Street
Brothers' Addition, L. MIUenbouKh.
From Silver Avenue to Iron
, Avenue.
Lots 46 and 47. Block 3. Armijo
1, Block 32, Original Townsite,
Brothers' Addition, Klo Grande Lum-Ut
com nan v '
K. M. Gardener.
Ixt 13. Block 52, Original Townsite,
On Both Sides of North Eighth Street
Estate of W. C. Hazledine.
Copper Avenue to TIJeras
1, Block 39, Original Townsite,
Avenue.
D. Philips.
.
... , o ,.,' !.,i
Ixit 13. Biock 39. Original Townsite,
G. B. Soiwrs.
J. S. Tucker.
Ordinal- Townsite.
Lot 1, Block N, M. K. Oatlin.
Lot 12. Block
Atlantic & Pacific Unknown.
Ixt 13,
rp.D..
Addition, F. B. Relnhart.

mon Sylvester, Mathilda Cuneo.

...

i,

iW4,

T..ita

--

li.ocK

.,.,

w..B.u.

feet, more or less, facing

Forty-tw-

on TIJeras avenue, bounded on the
west by Anecita O. Romero and on the
least by Mathilde Cuneo, Morris Gar- -

1

cla
Ninety feet, more or less, facing Tl- Jeras avenue, bounded on theweat by
Molses Garcia and on the east by M.
M. Bowden, Seamon Sylvester.
Seventy-fivfeet, more or less, fac-be- r
,n on Tijeras avenue and bounded on
the we?t by Fifth street and on the
east by lands of W. II. Springer,
gela Oanlnl.
feet,
One hundred and twenty-on- e
Tl- facing
on
moreless,
or
jeras avenue and bounded on the
r Au9,a L)lan n
ntl
wet W lant,
on the east by lands of Rosalia Ro- 'moro. W. II. Springer.
,j Twenty-fivfeet, more or less,

,

PUQE FOOD

1
f

0

m

4

An-Fro-

J

0n&Vpi

ay

The Old Way

No water, no preservatives; oysters in a sealed,
white enameled case, ice
outside.

Water, preservatives, ice
and oysters all together
into a stale wooden
tub.

The New

V,

k

e

53, Original Townsite. Jn
Side of South Third
Street From Silver Avenue to
S"
, Original Townsite,
Atlantic Avenue.
30,
12,
one-halBlock
of Lot
North
more or less, facing on
My
,'L.w 43. Original Townsite.
Original Townsite, L. J. Rummell.
'
Tiipraa
avenue. bounded on the west
J.
A.
Lee.
f
12,
30,
Block
of Lot
South
iiy lands or uosana iiomero ana on
Original Townsite, Hudson and Hudeast by Fourth street, Mrs. M. S.
On the West Sid. of Ninth Street
son.
Tijera.
to
Avenue
Original
Copper
Townsite,
37,
From
Lots 13 and 14, Block 5, Francisco
Lot 12, Block
fcet more of ,es8( faclng
Armijo y Otero Addition, S. J. Bon-sel- A. E. Walker.
Tijeras avenue, and bounded on
14
Orielnal
37,
24,
it
Block
of Lot
North
IOn8ue,ithe west by Fourth street and on the
n
E. W.
Ixts 25, 26, 27 and 28, Block 2, Original 'lownsite, H. Tllton.
east by lands of Ed. Dodd, John W.
Townsite,
Original
47,
1,
s
Block
Lot
24,
37,
Northern Addition, A. Washington.
Block
South
of Lot
Palmer.
2,
North24,
O.
Brooks.
23
22,
Block
L.
and
Lots
Original Townsite, W. S. Strickler.
Eighty-fou- r
feet, more or less, facing
Townsite,
Original
49,
Block
13,
Lot
ern Addition, Wilkinson and Eddie.
Lot 12, Block E, Original Townsite,
on Tijeras avenue, and bounded on
2,
21,
20
19,
18,
C.
Block
17,
Brooks.
E.
and
Lots
M. P. Stamm.
the west by lands of John W. Palmer
Northern Addition, S. S. McFarland
Lot 12, Block E, Atlantic & Pacific
arul on tbe east br 'ands
Julla Cate- of
Eleventh
Street
Sides
On
Both
Addition, M. P. Stamm.
Eel. Dodd
lant.
Tijeras
to
Avenue
Railroad
From
Thirty-eigh- t
Ixt 24, Block E, Atlantic & Pacific
On the East Side of North Third
feet, more or less, facavenue.
Addition, R. B. Meyers.
Street From Tijeras Avenue to
ing on TIJeras avenue, bounded on the
Orlglnal
Townsite,
65,
Block
12,
Lot
Lot 12, Block F, Atlantic & Pacific
Mountain Road.
Wiest by lands of Ed, Dodd end on
T. S. Hubbeli.
Addition, J. L. Bell.
the
east by lands of Mrs. E. M. TrimA piece of land eighty (80) feet
Original
56,
Townsite,
12,
Block
Lot
Lot 24, Block F, Atlantic & Pacific
ble, Julia catelanl.
wide, more or less, by ninety (90) Addition, Mary L. White.
T. S. Hubbeli.
Eighty-fou- r
more or less, facfeet long, more or less, bounded on
Lot 1, north 60 feet. Block 67, Orig- ing on Tijerasfeet,avenue,
Lot 12, Block G, Atlantic & Pacific
bounded on
the north by property of Lorenzo Addition, H. Huning.
A.
Crawford.
Townsite,
J.
inal
Dy land of Julia Catelani
west
the
Gradl, on the south by Tijeras avenue,
Orlg67,
feet,
Block
1,
Lot
south
Lot 24. Block G. Atlantic & Pacific
and on the ast by Third street, Mrs.
of Frank Addition,
on the east by property
lnal Townsite, Ella D. Coltrane.
Otto Dleckmann.
Trotter and on the west by Third
Block 58. Original Townsite, Estate E. M. Trimble.
of Lot 14, Block H,
North one-hal- f
street, Justlano Garcia.
Atlantic & Pacific Addition, E. I. John- of L. B. Putney.
Section 1. That the above describLots 19. 20, 21, 22 and 23, Block A, ston.
ed sidewalks be and the same are
Mandell Business and Residence Ad
High
Street From hereby ordered to be built of cement
of Lot 14, Block H, East Side of South
South one-hal- f
dition, Lorenzo Gradi.
Railroad Avenue to East Coal
Atlantic & Pacific Addition, A.
of the width above specified, in acLots 17 and 18, Block A, Mandell
Avenue,
cordance with the provisions of the
Addition, J.
Residence
Business
and
Huning
7,
9,
43,
8
Block
and
Lots
Lot 20, Block H, Atlantic & Pacific
ordinances governing the construction
Be it ordained by the City Council of
Henry.
Highland Addition, M. A. Blgelow.
of cement sidewalks In the said city
the City of Albuquerque, New Lots 13. 14. 15 and 16, Block A, Addition, J. D. Torllna.
Highland
43,
Huning
Block
Lot 10,
of Albuquerque and In accordance with
Mexico:
Mandell Business and Residence Ad
A. Pohl.
the grade to be furnished by the city
That, Whereas, in the opinion of dition,
On the North Side of West Lead Ave-nu- e Addition,11
Sturges.
E.
F.
43,
Huning
Block
and 12.
Lots
engineer, said sidewalks to be begun
the City Council of the City of AlbuFrom Second Street to Third
23 and 24. Block D, Mandell
Lots
Highland Addition, L. Wallace.
querque, New Mexico, the building of
and completed within sixty days after
Street.
and Residence Addition, T.
Lot 7, Block 42, Huning Highland the publication hereof and service of
cement ten feet in width of the side- Business
Lots 13. 14, 15 and 16, Block 30, Addition, J. F. Palmer.
Heed.
a copy hereof on the respective ownwalks on the east side of North SecLots 21 and 22. Block D, Mandell Original Townsite, D. L. Andereon.
Lot 8, Block 42, Huning Highland ers, or their agents, of said lots abutond street from Copper avenue to Ti- Business and Residence Addition, A.
Lot 17, Block 30, Original Townsite, Addition, Wm. K. Preston.
ting on said sidewalks.
jeras avenue, on the north side of. Co- Barta.
tl. R. Bell.
Lot 9, Block 42. Huning Highland
Sec. 2. That the City Marshal be
pier avenue from First1 street to SecLot 18, Block 30, Original Townsite, Addition, J. W. Hall.
19 and 20. Block D. Mandell
Lots
he Is hereby ordered to notify
ond street, and on the west side of Business and Residence Addition, Max F. F. Trotter.
and
Lot 10, Block 42, Huning Highland the respective
owners of the said abutFirst street from Copper avenue to B. Perea.
Addition, Albuquerque Land Company. ting lots, or, if they be
TIJeras avenue; and to build of ce17 and 18, Block 3, Francisco On the West Side of South
Lots
High
Lot 11, Block 42, Huning Highland of the City of Albuquerque, then
ment six feet in width the sidewalks Armijo y Otero Addition, Max B.
Street From Railroad Avenue to
Addition, J. D. Caldwell.
tne agent or person in charge of said
on the east side of North Second Perea.
Iron Avenue.
Lot 12, Block 42, Huning Highland lots, by delivering a copy of this orstreet from Tijeras avenue to Moun3,
16,
15
Block
Fran
13.
14.
and
Lots
Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4, Block 26, Huning Addition. H. f. Mohn.
dinance to each of them or to such
tain road, on the east side of North cisco
Armijo y Otero Addition, H. H. Highland Addition, F. P. Johnston.
Lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, Block 41, agents
or persons in charge, or, if
Third street from TIJeras avenue to Lake.
Lot 6, Block 26, Huning Highland Huning Highland Addition, J. S. Ray- there be no such agent or person In
Mountain road, on the west side of
4,
Francisco
23
24.
Block
and
Lots
nolds
iNorth Twelfth street from Railroad Armijo y Otero Addition, C. W.May- - Addition, C. ii;. Lawler.
charge, then by posting a copy hereof
Lot 6, Block 26, Huning Highland
' Hunlns In a conspicuous place on said respect-Highlanavenue to Mountain road, on the west danler.
I f1,.-8- ' B, D. Emmons.
,
Addition. F. P. Johnston.
D.
,Qt
,th t d
from the
eide of south Fourth street from SilLots 19.. 20. 21 and 22, Block 4,
Lot 1, Block 27, Huning Highland
? ."J1!.10,
HunKilication
return
make
due
ver avenue to Iron avenue, on the east Francisco
hereof,
and
Armijo y Otero Addition, J. Addition, E. A. Fields.
Highland Addition. E. W. Wilson.
e City iclerk w,tn tne man(nereof
Bide of South Third street from Silver
Matthews.
Lots 11 and 12, Block 40. Huning ner or service tnereor endorsed on
Lot 2. Block 27, Huning Highland
avenue to Atlantic avenue, on the E. Lots
17 and 18, Block 4, Francisco Addition, L. Merriman.
Highland Addition, F. F. Trotter.
And that the said
a copy i hereof.
north side of West Lead avenue from Armijo y Otero Addition, F. Mandell.
Lot 3, Block 27, Huning Highland
respective owners thereof shall be
Second street to Third street, on the
,
jbiock
16,
15
13. 14.
and
Lots
On
Side
Seventh
the
of
East
Street
H.
Addition,
Brockmeler.
thereby notified and ordered to be
west side of South High street frpm
Armijo y Otero Addition, J.
From Copper Avenue to Tijeras
Lot 4, Block 27, Huning Highland
m lit , said sidewalks the full length
Railroad avenue to Iron avenue, on Francisco
Korber.
Boatright.
Avenue.
D.
H.
Addition,
respective abutting lots of
of
the south side of Coal avenue from
5,
Francisco
24.
23
Block
and
Lota
Lot 12, Block 61, Original Townsite, the their
Lot 5, Block 27, Huning Highland
materials and dimensions and
Walter Btreet to High street, on the Armijo
y Otero Addition, J. E. Haynes. Addition, A. Hatch.
Lammorl
Matteuccl.
and
within the time above specified, and
west side of South Walter street from
Lots 19. 20. Zl and VI, biock t, Tan.
Lot 12, biock 6, Original Townsite, if the respective
Lot 6, Block 27, Huning Highland
owners shall fail
Coal avenue to Iron avenue, on the Cisco
y Otero Addition, Wm. Addition, Mrs. Clara Mohn.
Armijo
(north
half)
A.
C.
Hawks.
thereof the city will, by authority in
east side of South Seventh street from Mcintosh.
12,
6,
Orlglnal
Townsite,
Block
Lot
28,
Huning
1
2,
Block
Lots
and
It vested by legislative act of the TerGold avenue to Coal avenue, on the
13. 14, 15. 16, 17 and 18, Block Highland Addition, E. Everitt.
(south halt), Wm. Goettlng.
east side of North Walter street from , Lots
ritory of New Mexico, entitled, "An
Addition,
Armijo
y Otero
Francisco
Lot 24, Block 6, Original Townsite, Act to Authorize the Building and
Lot 3, Block 28, Huning Highland
Copper avenue to Grand avenue, on
Haynes.
E.
Lewinson.
Unxnown.
Addition,
both sides of Tenth street fromTlJeras
Repair of Sidewalks in Cities, Towns
Lots 15. 16. 17 and 18, Block 6, Fran- Lots 4, 5 and 6, Block 28, Huning On the West Side of Seventh Street and Villages," proceed to build said
avenue to Railroad avenue, on the Isco
y Otero Addition, H. J. Highland Addition, E. Everitt.
Armijo
From
to
Railroad
Avenue
Tijeras
sidewalks and tax the cost of the
south side of Marquette avenue from Trotter.
Avenue.
Lots 1 and 2. Block 29, Huning
Third street to Sixth street, on both
construction thereof against the re11, 12, 13 and 14, Block 6, Fran- - Highland Addition, M.
Lots
1,
52,
Original
Block
Townsite,
Lot
Wilson.
CopJ.
Bides of North Eighth street from
spective lots adjoining thereto and
Isco Armijo y Otero Addition, Fran
Lot 3, Biock 29, Huning Highland . H. Bramlet.
per avenue to Tijeras avenue, on the cisco
the owners of the same.
Armijo
y
Otero.
one-hal- f
7,
1,
North
Or
Block
Lot
of
M.
Addition,
P.
Stamm.
Duly passed this 1st day of October,
iwest side of Nintn street from Copper
10, Block 6, Francisco Armijo
Lot
iginal
A.
Campfleld.
G.
Townsite,
29,
4,
Highland
Huning
Block
Lot
avenue to Tijeras avenue, on both
190G.
Everitt.
Adoltion,
A.
one-nai- f
Otero
7,
1,
South
Lot
Block
of
Addition,
D.
Wilson.
E.
Bides of Eleventh street from Rail
Approved:
FRANK McKEE,
just north of Ldt 10,
Fifty (50)
6, Block 29. Huning Original Townsite, C. A. Hawks.
Lots 5
Mayor.
road avenue to TIJeras avenue, on the Block 6, of feet
Attest:
y Highland and
Armijo
Francisco
tne
7,
13,
Original
Lot
Block
Townsite,
H.
Farmer.
Addition,
J.
HARRY F. LEE, CITY CLERK.
east side of Seventh street from Cop Otero Addition, A. Everitt.
Ilfeld.
4,
1,
30,
3
2,
Huning
Block
and
Lou
per avenue to Tijeras avenue, on the
(Seal.)
Lot 22. Block E, (?), Homestead Highland Addition, E. N. Wilson.
Lot 1. BIock 14. Original Townsite,
o
west side of Seventh street from Rail Garden
Abel
Meyers
Addition,
Spot
S.
Stern.
Huning
5
30,
6,
Lots
Block
and
road avenue to TIJeras avenue, and Company.
14,
Original
13.
Lot
Block
Highland
Townsite.
G.
Addition, J.
Ruoff.
on the north side of Tijeras avenue
Lots 19, 20 and 21, Block E, Home
Nestor Armijo.
from Third Btreet to Twelfth street, stead
Addition,
Emma
Spot
Garden
On the South Side of Coal Avenue
and on the east side of South High Balling.
On the North Side of Tijeras Avenue
From Walter Street to High
street from Railroad avenue" to Coal
Lots 15. 16. 17 and 18, Block E,
From Third Street to Twelfth
Street.
avenue is necessary; the property Homestead
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Garden Spot Addition, M.
Street.
Lot 1. Block 30, Huning Highland
abutting1 on said sidewalks .and the B.
Booth.
45,
47
46,
Lots
9,
48,
Paand
Block
American League.
Addition, E. N. Wilson.
owners thereof being as follows:
Lots 23 and 24, Block 4, Homestead
Chicago, Oct. 4. The Chicago
Lot 7. Block 30, Huning Highland rea Addition, A. B. McGaffey.
On the East 81 de of North Second Garden Spot Addition. E. J. Edwards.
Lots 43 anu 44, Block 9, Perea Addi American league team became the
Addition, C. E. Colllngs.
Street From Copper Avenue to
Lots 21 and 22, Block 4, Homestead
tion, F. H. Moore.
winner for the season of 1906 when
Tijeras Avenue.
Spot Addition, C. A. Bruze.
Lots 41 and 42, Block 9, Perea Addi both games of the double-headOn the West Side of South Walter
at
Lot 24, Block 1, Original Townsite, Garden
19 and 20, Block 4, Homestead
Lots
Mrs.
tion,
L.
Myers.
T.
St. Louis yesterday, in which the Chi
Street From Coat Avenue to Iron
W. S. Strickler.
Spot
W. Telfer.
Addition,
Garden
39
38,
40,
i.
37,
Lots
and
Block 9. Pe cago team was scheduled to play,'
Avenue.
Lou 6. 7 and 8, A. & B. Addition,
Lots 17 and 18, Block 4, Homestead
Lots 1 and 2, Block 31, Huning rea Addition, S. Weiller.
were called off on account of wet
J. .Korber.
Garden Spot Addition, H. Braun.
43,
44,
45
46,
Lots
Highland Addition, F. E. Goldsmith.
and
Block 3. Pe grounds, while Philadelphia and New
13, 14, 15 and 16, Block 4
Lots
rea
Addition,
F. H. Kent.
Lot 3, Biock 31, Huning Highland
York split even in the two games
On the North 8lde of Copper Avenue Homestead Garden Spot Addition, O.
Lots 41 and 42, Block 3. Perea Addi played at Philadelphia. The Chicago
Addition, P. E. Jones.
From First Street to Second
Gabriel.
Mrs.
J. B. Ilfeld.
Lot 4, Block 31, Huning Highland tion,
club can not now be overtaken, alStreet.
Lots 22, 23, 24 and 25, Block 3,
Lots 88. 39 and 40. Block 3. Perea though they lose the four games yet
Lots 19, 20, 21, 22. 23 and 24, Block Homestead Garden Spot Addition, S Addition, J. C. Clark.
Addition,
H. N. Grunsfeld.
Lot 5, Block 31, Huning Highland
1, Original Townsite, W. S. Strickler.
to be played.
Vann.
Lots 35. 36 and 37. Block 3. Perea
Addition, J. W. Blackcolsky.
Philadelphia, Oct. 4. Philadelphia
Lot 12, Block 1, Original Townsite,
20 and '21, Block 3, Homestead
Lots
Lot 6, Block 31, Huning Highland addition, J. Wisner.
A. O. Otero.
New York broke even In yesterand
Garden Spot Addition. M. Voorhls.
Lot8 19 and 20, Block 2. Perea addi day's double
Addition, Mrs. L. H. Lampkln.
header.
3,
Lots 16, 17. is and
Block
B.
tion,
L. Weinman.
R. H.E.
On the West Side of First Street From Homestead Garden Spot Addition, J,
17 and 18, Block 2. Perea Ad
Lots
On
South
East
Seventh
the
Side
of
7 11 2
to
Avenue
Conner Avenue
Neew
Tlieras
York
M. Moore.
dition, F. J. Otero.
Street From Gold Avenue to Coal
5 11 3
Lots 11 and 12, Block 1, Original
Philadelphia
Lots 13 and 14, Block 3, Homestead
Lots 15 and 16. Block 2. Perea Ad
Avenue.
Townsite. A. G. Otero.
Thomas;
Clark&on
Batteries:
and
Spot
H.
Addition,
Linder.
Garden
Lot 12, Block 27, Original Townsite, dition, M. Li. Conner.
Lots 7, 8, 9 and 10, Block 1. Original
and Berry.
Lois 13 and 14. Block 2.' Perea addi Shiiinan, Holmes
J. F. Pearce.
Townsite, Blanchard Meat & Supply
R. H.E.
Second game
On the West Side of North Twelfth
Lot 24, Block 27, Original Townsite, tion. Cox and Hudson.
company.
0 1 1
Lots 11 and 12. Block 2. Perea Ad New York
Street From Railroad Avenue
A. Schneider.
4
5 0
Philadelphia
to Mountain Road.
Lot 12, Block 34, Original Townsite, dition, N. L. Field.
rt
On the East Side of North Second
Batteries: Hog and Thomas;
9 and lu. Block 2. Perea Addi
L.
ims
Miller.
Original
59,
J.
Townsite,
1,
Lot
Block
Street From Tijeras Avenue to
Barnes.
and
p.
Uurkhart.
North
of Lot 12, Block 34 tion, W.
William B. Chllders.
Mountain Road.
4
Clevelund deIxts 5. 6 and 7. Luna Place. Frank Cleveland, Oct.
Lot 37. Block 10, Perea Addition, Original Townsite, Lou Lee.
Lots 12, 13. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and
feated Detroit yesterday 4 to 3, closMcKee.
d
34
12.
Center
Block
Neill
B.
of
Field.
Armijo
y
Otero
7,
Francisco
20, Block
Lots 8 and 9. Luna Place. Caroline ing the season in Cleveland.
Lots 34, 35 and 36, Block 10, Perea original Townsite. A. H. Heyn.
Addition, A. J. Otero.
R. H.E.
Moore.
d
12.
Thompson.
bouth
Addition,
mock
R.
of
Lot
L.
23
one-half
Lot
of Lot
and
South
1
4 13
Lots 1. 2 and 3. Nichols and Bowden Cleveland
Lots 25 and 26, Block 10, Perea Ad 34, Original Townsite, Lou Lee.
24, Block 8, Francisco Armijo y Otero
3 6 0
Detroit
Addition.
Negus.
S.
W.
12,
Original
Townsite
Lot
41.
Block
It
R.
dition,
Turner.
Addition, E. E. Hofman.
Seventy-siBatteries: Hess and Bemls; Eu
feet facing Tijeras ave
Lot 1, Block 10, Perea Addition, IL F. W. Clancy.
North one-hal-f
of Ijot 23, Block 8
nue,
banks
and Payne.
on
avebounded
west
by
24,
Original
41.
Keleher
Townsite,
Lot
Block
Crary.
E.
y
Armijo
Otero Addition
Francisco
Washington, Oct. 4. Washington a
nue and on the east by Thos. F. Kele-tier- ,
Lots 16 and 17, Block 11, Perea Ad N. E. Stevens.
Edward Lembke.
baseball season closed yesterday with
Mrs. Emma Hazledine.
On the East Side of North Walter
Lots 17 and 18, Block 8, Francisco dition. W. Hesselden.
Sixty-eigbetween tbe locals
a doulde-neade- r
4
feet
inches
fac
JvOts
and
4
3,
15,
11,
y
Block
and
Armijo
Perea
Otero Addition, Crlstofer
ing on Tijeras avenue, bounded on and BoBston, the home team winning
Addition, C. H. Klmlll.
Street From Copper Avenue to
Colombo Society.
the west by lurs. Emma Hazledine and the first 2 to 1 and the second went
Lots 23 and 24. Block 23, Perea
Grand Avenue.
Lots 13 and 14, Block 8, Francisco
Lots 15, 16. 17. 19 and 20. Block 24 on the east by A. M. Whitconib, Thos. to Boston by the same score.
Armijo y Otero Addition, C. L. Cope- - Addition, M. K. Wylder.
R. H.E.
Lot 22, Block 23. Perea. Addition, Huning Highland Addition, Krawinkel r. Keiener.
land.
6 1
2
Lots 12, 13 and 14, Block 2, Armijo
and Wright.
UdUUlft.Ull
Lots 22. 23 and 24, Block 9. Fran A. Gaskin.
6
1
Brothers'
M.
Addition,
M.
Highland
14,
Huning
20
24.
Lot
AdBlock
21,
23,
Lots
Boston
Bowden.
y
Block
Perea
and
Cisco Armijo
Otero Addition, F. E.
Uts 15, 16 and 17, Block 2. Armijo - Batteries: Falkenburg and Warner
Addition, W. J. Morning.
dition, T. E. Gargan.
St urges.
Brothers' Addition, R. Delaney.
ltarrla and A rmhrilKter.
Lots 18 and 19, Block 23, Perea AdLots 20 and 21. Block 9. Francisco
R- - H- E- lots 25 and 26, Block 3, Armijo Second game
K, dition, F. Ralph.
On Both 8idea of Tenth Street From
y Otero Addition.
AriulJ-Geo.
3
1
t
Brothers' Addition, W. Y. Walton.
U'iiahlnirifin
Lot 17. Block 23, Perea Addition,
N her.
Tijera Avenue to Railroad
3
2
Lots 27, 28, 29 and 30, Block 3, Ar- Boston
Avenue.
Lots 15, 16 and 17, Block 9, Fran H. G. Johnson.
Lot 1, Block 65, Original Townsite, mijo Brothers' Addition, C. Weinman.
Lots 15 and 16, Block 23, Perea AdBatteries: Wilson and Wakefield
Cisco Armijo y Otero Audition, G.
lxts 31 and 82, Block 3, Armijo Swormsteadt and Carrlgan.
E. L. Medler.
11 rooks.
dition, J. H. Pegue.
Lot 1, Block 5C, Original Townsite, Brothers' Addition, Cella Jackson.
Lots 13 and 14, Block 23, Perea AdLots 13 and 14, Block 9, Francisco
A ana B, Block 3, Armijo
National Leaaue.
w. S. Strickler.
dition. J. M. Brault.
Armijo y Otero Addition, A. Davis.
ltostnn Oct 4. Boston sustained
Lot 12, Block 64, Original Townsite, Brothers' Addition, T. 8. Hubbeli.
Lots 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
Lots 23 and 24, lilock 10, Francisco
iMa C and D, Block 3, Armijo Hi r.no hiirwitvxirh Hef at of the season
Armijo y Otero Addition, Mrs. C 22, 23 and 24, Block 27, Perea Addl w. S. Strickler.
tion, Edith Sampsell.
yesterday, losing to Brooklyn 13 to 4..
Lot 12, Block 47, Original Townsite, Brothers' Addition, D. Weiller.
Benjamin.
Fifty-foufeet and 8 lncheu, morfa
Lots 23 and 24, Block 34, Perea Ad r It. Kent.
i. ii.
lb, 16, 17. 18. 19, 20, 21 and 22
13
avenue, Brooklyn
Lot 24, Block 47, Original Townsite, it less, facing on Tijeras
Block 10, Francisco Armijo y Otero dition, Mrs. M. E. Green.
7
4
bounded on the west by lands of Thos. Boston
Lots 21 and 22, Block 34, Perea Ad, C. Kent.
Brewery
Addition, Southwestern
F. Keleher and on the east by lands
Scanlon and Bergen;
dlilon. Joe Ortego.
Batteries:
Ice Company.
Ixits 19 and 20, Block 34, Perea Ad- On th 8outh Side of Marquett Ave of Inez Garcia de Snyder, A. M. Whit-com- Pfeiffer, Dorner, O'Neill and Brown.
UU 13 and 14, Block 10, Francisco
Philadelphia
4
nu From Third Street to Sixth
dition, Porterfleld Company.
Oct.
Armijo y Otero Addition. I. A. Dye.
New York,
Fifty feet facing on Tijeras avenue, beat New York in yesterday's game 3
Lots 17 and 18, Block 34, Perea AdStreet.
Lots 21. 22, 23 and 24. Block 11
Ixit 1, Block B, Mandell Business & bounded on Ibe west by A. M. Whit to 1.
Francisco Armijo y Otero Addition, L. dition, S. C. Morse.
eoiii ) and on the east by Anecita G.
Lots 15 and 16, Block 34, Perea Ad- uesldeiice Addition. J. A. jonnson.
wsisn.
The funeral of the late Mosais Gar13, Block B, Mandoll Business itoniero, Inez Garcia de Snyder.
..Dig 19 and 20. Block 11, Francisco dition, Chas. E. Meed.
lxt
Sixty feet, more or less, on TIJeras cia whose death occurred Tuesday
Lots 13 and 14. Block 34, Perea Ad & Residence Addition, Mrs. W. U
Ar:uiJo y Otero Addition, Thelin Bros
avenue, bounded on the west by Inez at his home. 7b West TIJeras avenue,
Smith.
ots 15. 16, 17 and 18, Block 11 dition, Peter Brody.
at 8
l';ai)-lbCAnuljo y Otero Addition, B.
Lots 21, 22, 23 and 24. Block 39,
Lot 1. Block C, Mandell Busluess & Garcm de Snyder and on the ast by will be held fronT the house
Moists Oarcia, Anecita G. Romero.
K. sident Addition. F. Palladlno.
o'clock Friday morning. Afterward
Perea Addition, J. 8. Tucker.
I.uppe.
feet, hlxh mass will be said at the Church
One hundred and fifty-fivLots 17, .8, 19 and 20, Block 39, I'e
Lots S and T. Block 4. Armijo Broth
Lots 13 and 14. Block 11, Francisco
facing
on
less,
i f San Felipe In Old Albuquerque. The
or
erg' Addition, Security Warehouse & more
rea Addition, A. B. Renehan.
Armijo y Otero Addition, J. L. Bell- avenue, bounded on the west by arrangements are In the bands of UnLots 15 and 16. Block 39, Perea Ad Improvement Company.
Lots 10, 11. 12. 13, 14, 15, 16. 17 an
dition, J. U. Warren.
Ariuljo
R. 64. 63 and 62. Block 4, Ar- - Mui. Oarcia and on the pjst by Sea- dertaker B. K. Adams.
18, Block 12, Francisco
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Sealshipt Oysters,

e

.

Slxt-y.thre-

kl!

one-thir-

MEAT

OUR OWN MAKE

'

Clean and Sweet

Absolutely Pure

We make this Mince Meat right here In your own city from a
recipe which cannot be excelled, using only the purest and best of
Don't buy a foreign product with all Its uncertainty
Ingredients.
when you can obtain a much better article made right here and one
.
that you know la a "pure food."

I

NOTE THE LOW PRICES
.25
2 pounds for . . .
50 pound keg for $4.00

t.

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

l

I

A. V. TEGNER

H

Contractor and Builder

i

d

Sealshipt Carriers

IU1IMGE

two-third-

u.8

shipped in the new way,

received daily in

l.

u.V

M

H

Outside Building Orde s Solicited and Work
Guaranteed
--

First-Clas-

s.

M
M

H
m

Albuquerque,

References Given

N. Af.
M

Colonist Rates to
California and the

Northwest.,.
Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to
all principal points on the A. T. & S. F., and
Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
rate of $25.00. For other rates and full in- formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.

--

T.

F. PURDY, Agent
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Rates

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR Alf D FALL FESTIVAL, LAS VEGAS,
N. M. Rate S4.00 Ur the round t ip. Tickets on sale September 24 to
27. Return limit, September 29. 1)06.
HORSE SHOW, ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AN;
the round trip. 'Tickets on sale Sep.
Rate $30.75
September
tember 22 to 26 Inclusive. Final return' limit October 1, 1906. This
limit can be extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
on payment of 50 cents.
AMERICAN ROYAL LIVE STOCK 8HOW, KANSAS CITY, MO., October
Tickets on sale October
1906. Rate $30.75 for the round trip.
5 to 9 inclusive. Return limit October 15. This limit can be extended
by depositing ticket with Joint Agent on payment of 50 cents.
BIENNIAL MEETING, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS cV PYTHIAS,
1906-Rate
$38.50 via Kansas City
NEW ORLEANS, LA., October
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Sates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
CALL AT TICKET OFFICE for other low round trip rates on sale every
day until September 30th. Also one way rates to points in the Northwest, South and West.

fr

24-2-

15-2-

r.

C. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque
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There's Work for you
in California....
All classes of labor may
find steady employment
in San Francisco. Top-not- c
wages; higher than
eastern scale, rerrect
possible at a season
work
climate. Construction
when it ceases elsewhere. Invest $25.00 in a
railroad ticket--on sale via Santa Fe, every
day untU October 31, 1906, inclusive.
T. C PURDY, Agent,
Illustrated lriet ihowisg

rtoUt. Irttu thow

Atchisoa. Toptka

SaaU Ft Ry., Albaqucrast

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

4,

ALBUQUERQUE

190.
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BUSINESS

yard length Velvet, with fringe
i yard length Moquette, with fringe .

xi

1

No

It Is Known

as the

The Plant of Rcgeneraclon
Was Attached in Suit
For Libel.

Telegra-phon- e

and Experiments
Being Made.

e

CONDUCTOR

McHUGH
DEAD FROM INJURIES
Conductor J. F. McHugh, who was

,

d

j

"anti-advertisi-

Albuquerque, N. M.

Watt Cmf Vlmduet

Vehicl es

tfrrv-ro-

vigor
omnn".tnerriM
of
fnd J!!?'
liiy are" Life
tOrlrtftflt Wnmsnhrxxl KnTfra"
alillnir ria.
vetnpmenf nf orrana mnA body. No
known remedy for nmf eiuli

'nil

;0JTj$V'
rvm

M
7
JTOTT
CHEMICAL

AI.K HY

-- AND.

60M(iM,S

ANN A BON.

.v

Holes burnt in your

Ha rness

pockets grow larger, don't

at Reduced

let your money burn holes in your
pockets.
Intrust your money to the safe
keeping of a bank. This is the only
snfe way to save it. The one sure
way to have money Is to save it.
A bank account Is not for the rich
only, It is suited to every one, especially to the man who saves his

Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING
IS THE ONLV
T.ME TO BUY A BUQQY. THAT NOTION
THEM
ARE
POPULAR?
FALL BUYING
xf,N.El.WEHOW.
LET
GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

MINQ

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Cornor Plrst Straot and Tljaraa Avenuo

money.

WILLIAM RANDOLPH

Bank accounts grow surprisingly
fast. To make a start is the important part after that it is easy.
Do not live to save, but save to

HEARST'S OPPONENT

Albuquerque

live.

FOR GOVERNOR

OE NEW YORK

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE.

MEXICO

White House Restaurant and
Lodging House
MEALS AT ALL HOURS

CONNECTION.

No. 209 South

BAR

Machine Works

HALL, Propria tor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care;
Bladings?
' Bbblt Meul: ColumM " '

COMMERCE
NEW

Foundry and

Raaalra
and mill Maahlnary a Boaotalfr
Foundry east side of railroad track.
AJbsqaerssV,

First Street

MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

Opposite Santa Fe Depot.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO

The New York Saloon and

Grnr ral Building Scpp!lg

315 South Second 8treet,
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Tw
Blocks From Postoffice.
P. 2ITO, Proprietor.

THE

ELITE

R0QMIH3

HOUSE

Both Phones

Third and Marqucttt

Lightning Hay Presses at Vety Low Prices
tfcoJ

Presses and in order
caf ,oad of L,shttaR
VOrT ,0W

KVer50eWema

uVrd,BJarToarrke

"

Pr,Ce'

on

Rico Hotel and Bar
No.
North
First 8treet

DINELLI A LENCIONI, Proprietors.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

4s

......

.

PIONEER OAKERY
SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor, to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

Of-

22,

1906..

Notice is hereby given that William

G. Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make

final commutation proof in support of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
9112 made April 2, 1906, for the NE
23,
Section
T.p. 10 N.
Range 3 E, and that said proof will
be made before the Probate Clerk, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6.

Blood Poisoning
results from chronic constipation,
which is quickly cured by Dr. King's
New Life Pills. They remove all
poisonous germs from the system and
infuse new life and vigor; cure sour
stomach, nausea, headache, dizziness
and colic, without griping or discomfort, 25c. Guaranteed by all

Mrs. Bambini, at
209 West Railroad

her parlors. No.
avenue. Is prepared to give thorough scalp treat-mendo hair dressing, tre--t corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. Sh
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own orenaratlon
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to he Injurious.
She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures end prevents dandruff and hair
failing out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of theje preparations are pureiy
vegetable compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage

t,

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no, other.

at the

.jSsr'

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqtie

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

j j j j

Thos. F. Keleher

THIRD STREET

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c

Moat Market
All Kinds of Fresh

and

u

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

THE CELEBRATED

Indian Summer

all year 'round

to be found In homes
,
wnrmcil by
HOT WATER. SYSTEM.

i

The atmosphere remains
pure, balmy
fvnd ovlnly
tempered.
,L.i

vcr--

f

So icenomicat,
and durabltl
jafEjtimaUJ

fr.

PLUMBING
STANDARD
AND HEATING CO.

O. F. O.
VSHSKEY

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stoves repeAred.

Next to Walton's drug store, Bout
Third street.

Bottled In Bond.

0. W. Strong's Sons

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

STRONG BLOCK.

Sole Agents.
Albuquerqua, M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

M.

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, satf
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
100 North Broadway, corner of Wa4a
ugton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTATTS.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

UNDERTA KERB
Superintendents
Falrriew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

A. E. WALKER,

pine

MONUMENTS
291--

KREAM

m-21S-2-

RANKIN & CO.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

MELINI & EAKIN

TOTI a QRAOI
Dealers la Groceries, Provisions, Har
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llquoc
and Cigars. Place your orders too
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREWS,

N. Second

St, Botk Pkenes.

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Bulldlnc

tlon. Offlce
avenue.

at

217

Young has been appointed
trainmaster of the Amarillo division
of the Chicago. Rock Island & Paci
fic at Oklahoma City," Okla., to succeed U. S. Rea, who has been appointed trainmaster of the Panhandle
division In place of H. R. SaunJers,
F.

promoted.

The resignation of E. W. Gillette,
past six years general freight and
passenger agent of the San Pedro
Ix)s Angeles & Salt Lake railroad,
was posted at the company's office in
Ix8 Angeles. Mr. Gillette resigns to
take up hia private business.
J. F. Dickensheets
pointed general agent
son. Topeka & Santa
worth, Kas., in place

has been apof the Atchl
Fe at Leavenof W. II.
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COME

Its Location

Elt.fN

IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-Jl;II. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
si! FX t!F THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
ItST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 ANT)

B,

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL I.ARCE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROIJ.ER
MILL, CAPACITY ISO BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WUC1., FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY
ir CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
48 i. GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
TOE HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
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J. R. Evans, who has been the efficient and energetic
purchasing
agent of the Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern railroad and allied companies and
chief clerk to George T. Pfart, vice
president and general manager of the
several companies, has resigned ln
order to accept the secretaryship of
the Nevada Construction
company,
which has the contract for the construction of the Santa Fe. Raton &
Ieg Moines railroad, the Santa Ke.
Ulieral & Englewood railroad, and
other extensions of the Santa Fe, Raton &. Eastern railroad L. Clarke is
temporarily In charge of the duties
heretofore filled by Evans.

8slt Meat

8team Sausage Factory,

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Champion Grocery and Meat Market
408 W. Railroad Aranua
Maaonlo Building, North Third BtreM.
Cor. Seventh and TIJeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE
INSURANCE!,
REAL ESTAT- Ewe handle the best
NOTARY PUBLIC.
meets and a full line of choice groRoom
5,
Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
with Raaoe ft Mauger.
ceries.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
Office, 118 North First St
LOMMORI A MATTEUCCI.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

B. A, SLEYSTER

1906.

He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
M. F. Angell, C. E. Hodgln, Charles
Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of Albuquerque, N. J4.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

J.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

JUST RECEIVED

SaTt

WRITE TO US AT ONCE,

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

" "

a

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
No. 118 West Sliver Avenue.
O. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.

111

.

SCREEN DOORS

NEAR

NOMI-

.

oaocm

IN

Rooming House

EVAN HUGHES, FAMOUS INSURANCE INVESTIGATOR,
NATED BY REPUBLICANS.

rXSrSi

am Mining

n

trt-ate-

n.

Colo. Phono Rod 177

Corner Coat and Bcortd

CHAS.

1

.

0. ENIMONS
The Furnliuto Man

Automatic Phono 474

injured
in the Mexican Central SALCIDO FAILS INTO
freight wreck at El Sueco a week
ago Wednesday, died Tuesday mornTRAP AND IS SHOT
ing In a hospital at Chihuahua from
says
injuries,
the results of his
the
El Paso Herald.
THIS IS THE STORY
REACHED
McHugh,
Mrs.
wife of the conductDOUGLA3 FROM HERMOSILLO
or, passed thronuh El Paso on her
Ha Abram Salcido, the native agi
way to Chihuahua from Grand lunc-tlon, Colo., to see her husband. The tatr who was deported toy theAmert
reports of Mt. McHugh's condition can authorities, fallen Into an official
and n Bn effort to escap from
were encouraging up to the time of
his death, and tho wife was on her the Hermoslllo prison been shot?
way to her husband's bedside witbj ,Tnls Question is appros in the light
a lflter received in Douglas, Ari-anthe expectancy of seeing him alive of
zona- - bv,
Wend of Salcido from a
recovering from his injuries.
ln Hermosillo. In the
ed
Mr. McHugh was taken to a hospl- - m"tual,
told a story of the alleged
tal in Chihuahua immediately after ' ie.ltr,
to Salcido of a guard which
the wreck in which he was hurt and iendship
way for liberty of Salcido
was placed under the physicians' care opned .l?e running
of his
into a detachment
at that place. His Injuries, which and
waiting soldiers who fired a volwere two fractures in the leg, two of
him and ended his career.
ribs broken and a cut in the back ley intoDispatch
says the story cannot
of the head, were not supposed to be beThe
confirmed today and it is printed
serious.
soiely for what it la worth. Consul
The deceased had been employed Maza this
morning said he had reon the Mexican Central for the past ceived
no report concerning
four months as freight conductor. He and he was of the opinion that Salcido
Salwas formerly ln railroad service on cido had been killed he would ithave
&
running
Grande,
in
Rio
the Denver
heard of it officially.
Colorado. He was about 40 years of
The only feature of the story that
age. His home was in Grand Junc- can be confirmed
is that a letter retion, Colo.
lating the alleged end of Salcido has
The remains were interred at
been received. It gave some details
of his death. The guard at the prison
who looked after Salcido in converTHE LAW AND
sation
him represented himself
THE NEWSPAPERS to be a with
friend. He said he would perNot a few railway officials Incline mit Salcido
to escape. He told him
to ascribe the
trans- he would
the door unlocked and
portation" ruling of the interstate that whileleave
ne was away
could
commerce commission to a deslra to make a dash for liberty. Salcido
Salcido, the
antagonize the newspapers
to the letter relates, fell into the trap and
railroads. If such were the intention left the prison. Then, it is said, a
It is likely to work the other way. number of soldiers stationed nearby
The press does not believe the Intent fired a volley into him, killing him on
of the law to be as the commission the spot.
has interpreted it, and it is certain
After a heavy meal, take a couple
that there will be agitation on the
subject directed against the commis- of Doan's Reguiets, and give your
sion, which is known to have been stomach, liver and bowels the help
divided in its opinion. The New York they will neeu. Reguiets bring easy,
Republican Editorial association has regular passages of the bowels.
passed the following and sent a copy
to President Roosevelt: "Resolved,
that we hereby enter our protest
against the ruling of the interstate
commerce commission ln holding that H
the payment for railway transportaM
tion at full rates in advertising shall
on any other basis than
be
that of transportation paid for

...

$ .75
90

. . 1.25
limit to tho numbor, bay all you will nood for ytart
Tolipbona ardart dallwarad on approval

J.

The particulars of the manner In
which the St. Louis Junta of revolutionary Mexicans were put out of
business was learned last Saturday
In Douglas, Ariz. The scattering of
the Junta and the stopping of the
paper was all brought about by Col.
W. C. Greene, the well known Canana
mining magnate.
The paper published was called the
Regeneraclon and it was circulated
all along the border and through the
republic of Mexico with the purpose
of promoting a revolution against the
Dias government. The paper was
very bitter against Diaz and all the
governors of the border states, and
accused all of the officials of being
the mere tools of Greene and other
Americans interested in Mexico. The
publication of the statement that Col.
Greene had paid to Governor Yzabel
$20,000 for a political favor waa the
straw that broke the back of Regeneraclon and put Its owners on the go
and the plant into the possession of
Colonel Greene.
As soon as this publication was
called to the attention of Col. Greene
he turned the matter over to Norton
Chase, one of his counsel, with Instructions that he use all the power
of the law to prosecute the publishers
both civilly and criminally. Mr. Chase
went at once to St. Louis and sued
the Junta and the owners of the paper
for damages ln the civil courts, attaching the newspaper plant in connection with the proceeding.
Mr. Chase
has also arranged to
have all connected with the publishing of the paper indicted In the criminal court for criminal libel.
In the meantime the Junta has been
dissolved or disappeared, only one of
the men connected with it remaining
yet in St. Louis. Some of the men
are believed to be In New York while
others are reported to have gone to
Europe.
Letters taken from the Mexicans
arrested here were believed to be sufficient to convict at least two of the
St. Louis Junta for violation of the
neutrality laws, but so far none has
been arrested, perhaps on account of
inability of the officers to locate them

If experiments which are now being made with a new device, known
as the telegraphone, succeed, another
long step toward the prevention of
railroad accidents will have been taken. The advantages which the
affords in train dispatching
have attracted the serious attention
of railroad officials, and It is expected
that before long the new apparatus
will lie In use on several of the big
railroad systems.
It has been found that the telegra-phon- e
makes a permanent record of
all train dispatching orders sent by
the telegraph ticker or over the telephone wire. The sound waves set up
by the ticker act upon the diaphragm
of the transmitter attached to the
and are thence conveyed
to a thin steel wire, where they are
electrically stored. As soon as a record of the orders has been made upon
the . wire the train dispatcher places
the receiver attached to the telegraphone to his ear and immediately
bears the orders Just as they were
given.
Records may be repeated as often
as desired, but as soon as there is no
further need to keep them they may
be wiped out by passing a strong
magnet over the wire, thus making
v it ready for use again.
In this way the possibility of error
In train dispatching orders will be
greatly reduced. There is no need to
trust to the memory, as the orders
are there upon the wire and can be
referred to at any time. The records
can be transferred for future reference by connecting the receiver of the
machine in daily use with thn transmitter of a large storage telephone.
Should any mistake occur the responsibility can immediately be located by reference to the words on
the storage machine, an indicator
showing on just what portion of the
wire any particular record has been
made. The record will give so perfect a reproduction of the dispatcher's voice, even after months have
elapsed, that it can be at once

PENNYROYAL
PILLS
They
Weakn.
ml
!i

AM

LESS THAN FACTORY COST
Vi yard length Brussels, with fringe

ACCIDENTS
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Great Carpet Remnant Sale

OF

JUNTA

CITIZEN.
rnOTT'S

NE W DEVICE LES COL GREENE PUT

SENS

EVENING
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TO BELEN, H. Ml.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

0eeKK00
A

Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
NEWS-PPER.
S.

im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIR-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

Pres.

WM. M. BERGER,

3eCy.
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One of Our Stylish
Fall Shoes

I'hllipps orchestra furnished the
music at the Commercial club- dance
last night.
Owing to the funeral of the mo her
of D. 10. Eakln. the front entrance
of the Consolidated l.biuor company's
place of business was closed this ai- ternoon from z to t ociock.
John Krick, a few years ago a saloonkeeper of Santa Ke, Cerrlllos nd
He
In the city.
then HI Paso, is
bought some property in K Paso and
Is now a wealthy man.
Mrs. Ir. W. H. Eakln, the mother
of James D. Eakln, president or the
Consolidated Uquor company, died at
her home at Hillyard, Washington,
Tuesday night, October 2. This paper
and many friends condole with the
bereaved Albuquerque son.
W. P. Connell, who conducted a
printers' supply house at San Francisco and who lost all in the earth- quake and fire, Is In the city, coming
from Las Cruces this morning. He
has been In the Mesllla valley the pas'
three weeks.
Charles W. Trimble, the sheep buy- er. after a month spent among u,
returned last night to his home at
Fort Collins, Colo. Mr. Trimble ex
pects to be back here In about two
t
weeks, when he will begin tne
of some thirty cars of lambs
fro mthls and other points along the
road.
-

'

embodying the latest and most ap-- ,
proved Ideas In Women's footwear.
Thev are Blucher cut. with Patent
Kid Vamps and Quarters, dull kid
tops, light extension soles, medium
high Cuban heels and neat toe. Either
lace or button. They are so perfectly
designed and finished that they fit
every curve of the foot gracefully and
e have the same shoe
with east.
sole and
with a light hand-turnehigh Cuban heel.

t

TELEPHONE RATES

Pertinent Points
in Men's Mode s

LEGAL

Subscribers Are Protected
From Exorbitant Rates
by Contract.
;

Smart Styles are Radically Different From
Any Previout Productions For Years Past

.

IN PKCCKESS

IMPROVEMENTS

New System Will Be In Operation
by the Middle of
December.

Learnard & Lindemann
Daalara lit

Pianos and Music

HERE are many attractive style features about the new modes
for men. Perhaps the most significant Is the tendency togarment. History repeats itself and
ward the
the smart styles for Fall and Winter are a faint suggestion or those
that prevailed in the time of Louis XV. We invite the Interest of men of particular taste in the presenta,
When we say
we
tion of our new H. S. & M. styles.
reftr to the backs of the coats.
In other respects, they have the roominess which has characterized the styles of the past two seasons. They are large, with good
collar, long and rather broad lapels, and a form-flttln- g
length, close-fittinback, with flared skirts.
If you find this a little early to make your Pall purchases, we
will be glad to set aside such garments as you may select. You will
In this way obtain the benefit of a selection from the most exclusive
patterns which we will show for the present season, and which doubt,
less will be quickly sold.
I

form-fittin-

lNike,

g

form-fitting-

special agent for
company
Telephone
the
who spent ten days In the city call
ing on subscribers or tne company
preparatory to the Installing or a
new system of phones, work which
has already begun, said this morning
before departing for Denver, his headquarters, that the change will not be
completed as soon as expected. A
&
W.
month bko itne company tnougnt tne
put
operation
be
in
Wholaaala and Ratall
new system could
by November 16th, but owing to the
telephone
new
completion
of the
tardy
building and the delayed arrival of ma$6.50
now
set for the com Best American Block
terial, the date
8.50
pletlon of the new system Is Decem- Hard Nut Coal
Larger 8lkes
9.50
ber 15th.
.. 8.00
Every line In the city Is to be Domestic Gas Coke
$2.25
changed and every phone In the ser Green Mill Wood, per load
Z.75
vice now Is to be replaced by a new Dry Mill Wood, per load
3.00
per
Factory
load...
Blocks,
one,
morning
Mr.
said
DeMke
tnis
SAUCES AND CONDIMENT8.
In speaking of the change, "so you
Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
DF
see It will be quite a Job."
In All Sizes.
Cables are to be laid all over the
wTien purchased at F. F. Trotter's
city, and In many places new poles Phones Black, 280
Auto. 416
HAPPY COURTSHIP will replace those now in service. Of
grocery store, are sure to bring the
course we expect to rush the work
right flavor to all dishes Into which
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
by bringing in a number of wlremen
they enter. This Is because we
L. Hauensteln, formerly a from the outside to assist the local BREAD and take no other.
Edward
procure tae best manufactured.
resident of Philadelphia, and who has force. After we get the local system
e find out first what brands are re- been for the past two years In the In perfect order, we will turn our atliable and personally, guarantee them. employ of the Santa Fe railroad as a tention to placing another long dis
fireman with headquarters here, was tance line in between Albuquerque
We
united in marriage to Miss Lena Dahi-quls- t and Denver. The line now used for
is not satis
last Saturday afternoon in this the Denver toll service
city. The contracting parties are tactory. ft. is made up of two many
both well known. Mlas Dahlqulst hav relays. By the time relays are con
ing practiced her profession of trained nected up at Santa Fe, Las Vegas,
Raton and Trinidad, the service is
jnos. 118 and 120 South Second street. nurse in this cfty for more than a very good that is, you can hear plain
year.
About three months ago Mr. Hauens enough, but too much time is lost in
stein met with a serious accident as getting the circuit. The new line will
a result of a, boiler explosion near have just two relays. Las Vegas and
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
Gallup. He was blown a distance of Triul(l3d and any one here wishing to
forty feet from his engine and badly talk to Denver will be able to get serscalded and In other ways Injured, af vice within three minutes. The comThe Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History
ter which he was brought to tne San pany is also planning a long distance
ta Fe hospital here for treatment. line from Denver to Chicago. A young
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
Miss Dahlqulst, who was at the time electrician has recently .Invented an
make
In
to
order
of
dispose
to
bargains,
wish
we
which
choice
at her home in Garfield, Kan., being instrument called a condenser that
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY, WATCHES, STERLING
telegraphed for, came on and took niaktR talking over a telephone at that
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC, ever offered to the good people
charge of the case. Though on sever distance possible."
Albuquerque.
of
Mr. De Nike refused to discuss the
lit
al occasions Mr. Hauenstein's
was dlspared of he finally ' regained story in the morning' paper, in which
Hickox-Maynat- d
his 'health and strength as a result, of It Is charged that the company Is
which he is now receiving the con- raising telephone rates. He stated that
115-11- 7
gratulations of his friends over the the company had a contract with the
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
happy ending of an engagement which city regarding wh3t rates should be
Repair
COLORADO PHONE 74
In Your Watehoa tor
AUTOMATIC RHONE 848
looked at one time as if It would ter- charged, and In no instance had these
exceeded.
rates
been
tragically.
minate
STREET.
SECOND
SOUTH
THE ARCH FRONT.
That part of the contract the city
HOW IT STICKS.
has wltu the Colorado Telephone com
pany bearing on rates to be charged
Albuquerque Has Found It Hard t for telephones Is as follows:
Shake Off.
,
Legal Telephone Rates.
'for and" in consideration of theof,
get
tear,
to
rid
to
Hard
harder
GO.
franchise granted the Colorado TeltIs any Itching skin complaint,
.
pnone company under date of June
Eczema or itching piles.
o, 19U5; (ordinance mo. 3XU) by the
cures
relieves
Doan's
Ointment
and
city of Albuquerque, the said Colorado
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
all Itchiness of the skin.
Telephone company hereby
itself
Albuquerque people endorse
this in the penal sura of $10,000binds
to mainstatement.
tain telephone central rates, not to
A. M. Whltcomb, nurseryman, cor--!
the following amounts within
ner of Eighth and Tljeraa streets, exoeed
of one mile of its central ofsays: "In my estimation there is no aficeradius
in Albuquerque, until the com
Hi cintment for the purpose that la used
pany's Albuquerque exchange shall exceed a list of 2,000 phones connected
a spot below my knee which annoyed to said exchange:
me for tea years. Unlike eczema, It
One party business $48 per annum.
HARDWARL
did not spread out, but at times It
Two party business $36 per annum.
Itched so exasperatlnglny, particuOne party residence $36 per annum.
larly after I went to bed or sat by the
Two party residence $24 per annum
it until It Four party residence $18 per annum.
steve, that I scratched
SADDLES
I
tried
came.
relief
before
smarted,
The contract furt'ner says that the
every ealve and ointment I came telephone company reserves the right
CHINA
across; when one did not help me, I to exoeed fUi rats when said ex
bought another and applied it. Read- change has connected therewith a list
ing about Doan's Ointment induced of 2,000 telephones, and to establish
GLASSWARE
drug store for a box. such rates for such service as shall
me to go to
In a few days the itchiness ceased, then prevail in exchanges of 'cities
PLUMBING
and the life of the part affected was of similar size and condition as Albukilled, for up to ydate, and it o now querque operated by said telephone
TINNINU
over six months since I stopped the company.
use of the salve, there has not been
One thing subscirbers should take..
a symptom of Its appearance.
into consideration.' By the consolida50
For sale by all dealers. Price
tion of the two companies each tele
Co., Buffalo, N. phone Is connected with twice and
oents. Foster-MilburV., sole agents for the United States. three times as many phones as pre
Remember the name Doan s ana vious to the consolidation, and gives
65
a service as many times more valutake no other.
able, yet the charge in most Instances
Plague.
Danaer From the
is exactly the same as of old. The
the
from
grave
danger
New Mexico
I IT. Mouth rirat Btroot
There's
f
contract the city has with the com
Jot
are
Nortn nrat mtroot
plague of coughs and colds thai
pany, which wag made in connection
you take Dr. with an extension of Hhe company b
so prevalent unless
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
King's New Discovery for Consump- franchise, given a couple of years ago'
tion, Coughs and Colds. Mrs. Goo. protects the subscribers from exor23 Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes; bitant rates, until the 2,000 phone
"It'B a Oodsend to people living iu stage Is reached.
tickets bought, sold Highland Rooming House
climates where coughs and colds pre
THE HldllLAND LIVER
It
them.
ends
find
oulcklv
It
vai!
.1
on
$2,000
From
$5,000
to
to
loan
THE.
BAM BROOK BRO., Prop.
MRS. M. E. HEINDL, Prop.
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe gilt edged security at low rate of In- LIVERY
"U:?SSr.B.
AND BOARDING 8TABLE
gives wonderful relief In asthma and terest.
No commission.
Address,
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD,
;JUST
Transactions
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
hay fever and makes weak lungs llox 208, City.
Cuarmofd
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
and
parties
"Sadie"
mountain
The
for
strong enough to ward off consump
ai special rates on ween uyn.
tion, coughs and colds. 50c and $1.
LADIES ADMITTED
FREE AT Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St RQSENFIEl D S, I I 8 W. R. R. AVB. New Building. New Furniture, Steam
RAILROAD AVE.
druggists.
Trial
THE
RINK
bv
all
TENT
Guaranteed
TONIGHT.
Heat and Everything Connected '
o
bottle free.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADWith the Place Brand New.
BEER
ROOT
Diamond, Watches,' Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware, We Invite
COLD
GOOD
FEE'S
THE MAZE.
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
STORE.
ROOMS
DRUG
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
AT WALTON'S
STORE
BREAD and take no otner.
Heavy outing flannel, something
hat will wear well and give
satisfaction after it is made up.
we have a nice assortment of
b
T. C. NEAD, Treurer ana mauaicr
LUNA,
SOLOMON
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President
pretty colors and patterns, per
yard
10c
Ked and white, large check pattern, with neat leaf design lu
the check, table cloth, 60 Inches
wide and very fair quality cloth
1
1
per yard
35c
Mtrcerlzed wash satines, 30 InTailors,
neat,
Our Fall Suits and Overcoats made especially for us by the Stein-Bloc- h
wide,
pretty figures
ches
on blue, tan and silver gray
and fashioned to the minute.
are ready to be examined. They are master-tailore- d
ground, looks like silk and
need not buy
They will fit you and wear you without wrinkle or break. Come
wears like duck, per yard
18c
Good quality apron gingham, 14
yards for
$1.00
4
I
THE MAZE.
i
i
-- i
We have it in case lots from the best makes in America.
Wm. KIEKE, Proprietor.
Alfred

H.

Colorado

g

.

Price Q3.50

H. HAHN

CO.

Coal and Coke

H. S. & M. SUITS
$15.00 to $30.00

snip-men-

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

See Our Coal Saving Heaters--

F. F. TROTTER

I

Carry a Large Line of

Air Tight Hot Blast Heaters, Round
Oak Heaters, Square and Round
Wood Heaters, Steel Ranges, with
reservoirs, from $18.00 up.

.

Co.

The

NORTH FIRST STREET

Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

32

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

WMtiney Company
WhoSesaBe

HARNESS

0

n

ALBUQUERQUE

EVER1TT

HARDWARE

Diamond

Hardware

Iron, Steel, Nails, Wire, Wagon Wood Work,
Stoves, Tin and Granite Iron Ware, Pipe,
Pumps, Valves and Fittings, Mine and Mill
Mail us your orders.
Supplies.

CO,

0

U
ft

Albuquerque,

R.R.

Palace

'

E

1

Ready for the First Frost!
,!. ne cany ouyer vaicnes ine Desi

Mcintosh Hardware Company

inyou

MEM'S UNDERWEAR

Men's Fleeced Heavy Underwear
l.OO
per suit
UnMen's Grey or Brown Ribbed
derwear, per suit . . . $1.SO
Men's Grey Wool Extra Heavy
4-Underwear, per suit . .

$

$2,50

4--

i

Men's
Breasted
suit
All-Wo-

Men's

ol

Non-Shrinkab-

JOBBERS OF

The Woman's Exchange Is the only
place lu the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
pier baked paprus plater. Woman's
Kxchange, 4ol West Railroad avenue.

Grey Double- Underwear, per

le

$3. SO

All-Wo-

ol

Underwear, best made, suit

UNION SUITS IN ALL WEIGHTS S1.2S TO

$6. SO

$5.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO. 13

Hardware,StovesandTinvare

home-cooke-

-

4- -

4
MM

4

4

FEE'S GOOD COLO ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG 8TORE.

3

o

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR
IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
APPLE" ORCHARD
"SEEDLESS
N. W. ALGER,
AT SMALL COSTf

SOUTH WALTER STREET.
want results; ta. advertising
try an Evening CttlidA '. want ad.
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If yoi;

Oil

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREA'
BKEAp and take no other.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico.

9

Hi

,vat

I

